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ERP is transforming from a mainly transactional system to a key component of a user's backbone strategy, which Gartner calls the "business process platform." Users should look for technologies that support information-centric, process-centric and people-centric business activities.
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ANALYSIS



What You Need to Know ERP investments have always been complicated and risky for most enterprises. However, maturation of technology and deployment technologies has reduced the risk for some of the transactional elements of ERP deployments. Enterprises seeking to deploy or upgrade ERP systems should identify stable components of their business process portfolio to be implemented through these lower-risk and more stable channels. Enterprises without strategic end-to-end operational or customer-facing processes should focus on the deployment of ERP appliances, where the entire ERP deployment is within these mature technologies. Investments in these areas will be dominated by a motivation to buy what will deliver immediate business value at the lowest cost. Every dollar spent on commodity business processes beyond what is absolutely essential is wasted expenditure. This isn't the area to experiment in or fund long-term projects. In contrast, companies that wish to support innovative and dynamic end-to-end processes should look for the traditional ERP technologies covered in this Hype Cycle to expand the reach of the ERP in support of this mission. In this model, the ERP will devolve into a set of commercially provided services (delivered in a service repository) that support nondifferentiating business processes and are extended through ecosystem-sourced innovative business processes. This extends the ERP vision, which is in contrast to the technology and process simplification embodied in ERP appliances. Many innovative processes are unique to a company and will need to be supported through composition technology, so making those technology investments will be critical where these areas are strategically relevant. Many innovations, such as integrated business planning, are being supported off-the-shelf through new applications or commercially available compositions of ERP functionality. New process models and growth-oriented business processes will be supported through the Officebased business applications and extreme self-service technologies. Finally, it is important to balance investments in business process support with investments in delivering information to users throughout the enterprise to avoid overengineering the business process environment. This recognizes a balance between enterprise views of processes and people-centric views of processes and information. Enterprises should plan investments in technologies to support each of these pathways to deliver business process and information support to the business.



The Hype Cycle The ERP Hype Cycle (see Figure 1) encompasses the technologies that affect the ERP transactional and process backbone, as determined by user organizations. This does not just encompass the transactional elements of historical ERP systems. The definition of ERP has expanded to match the needs of users seeking to become more process- and informationoriented. In combination with a business process platform strategy, this conception of ERP as the core process backbone simplifies the implementation of end-to-end business processes.
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Figure 1. Hype Cycle for ERP, 2007
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The Priority Matrix See Figure 2. Figure 2. Priority Matrix for ERP, 2007
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On the Rise SaaS-Based ERP Analysis By: Yvonne Genovese Definition: Software as a service (SaaS) is a software delivery and technology model in which external providers own and remotely manage software — delivered on a set of common code and data definitions — on a pay-for-use or subscription basis. ERP involves the delivery of an integrated suite of business applications that share a common process and data model covering broad and deep end-to-end operational processes, such as those found in finance, HR, distribution, manufacturing, service and supply chain. Combined, the two provide SaaS ERP, which is the delivery of an integrated business application suite via a SaaS model. SaaS is a delivery model that requires technical abilities for the software delivered to be integrated, extended and modified by users within the construct of the remote management system or to be integrated with an on-premise system. Typical SaaS offerings provide functionality confined to a single business process or domain area within ERP, such as payroll or sales force automation. The difficulty in delivering a complete ERP suite through a SaaS model is the large number of extensions, modifications and integrations that are usually required by users to customize a solution to their specific requirements. If SaaS ERP is offered as a single instance of a shared code base and data model, then implementing the integration, customization and extensions on a per-subscriber basis (which is also externalized and isolated from the shared code base in a secure manner) is enormously challenging for SaaS vendors. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: SaaS ERP solutions are starting to be hyped in the market. The need for a complete suite of business applications that aren't as onerous and costly as current on-premise solutions to manage and maintain is high. Additional drivers for the emergence of SaaS ERP include the increasing cost of maintenance licenses, as well as impending upgrades and migrations to current products to get to the next-generation of technology, including service-oriented architecture (SOA). Several factors affect user adoption of SaaS ERP and how quickly products are available. Because of the complexity of running traditional client/server products in a SaaS mode, SaaS ERP products will require SOA. Most vendors are still in the process of creating new products or converting legacy applications to SOA. The SaaS model requires vendors to move to a new licensing and delivery model that's focused on continuous updates and subscription-based licensing. This will be a difficult (and sometimes impossible) for most vendors and favors large vendors that have sustainable installed base revenue to get them through the transition. Security has been an issue in the SaaS market, and it will affect user adoption of SaaS ERP. Vendors will need to gain user confidence that both the data and the unique processes deployed in the SaaS environment are secure before SaaS ERP becomes a dominant model in the business application market. NetSuite is one of the most recognized vendors offering a SaaS ERP solution, and SAP's stated strategy is to provide an offering in the first half of 2008. User Advice: Through 2008, SaaS ERP is only an option for enterprises that are willing to become early adopters. Early adopters should evaluate vendors' overall health, as well as their commitment to the SaaS model. Although many vendors will claim SaaS ERP, most will offer hybrid SaaS models. Enterprises should understand the risks of hybrid SaaS. Business Impact: In the short term, SaaS ERP is likely to be viable for smaller enterprises that need to deploy an affordable product to override risks in technology or security. Larger enterprises, or those with established on-premise products, are unlikely to invest in SaaS ERP in Publication Date: 5 October 2007/ID Number: G00149810 © 2007 Gartner, Inc. and/or its Affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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the short term. SaaS ERP is likely to emerge in business areas/domains and industries where security of information is not an issue. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: Less than 1 percent of target audience Maturity: Embryonic Sample Vendors: NetSuite; SAP



Community-Based User Interactions in ERP Analysis By: Jeff Woods Definition: This is the use of community-style interaction mechanisms, such as blogs, podcasts and wikis, for business process applications. This does not refer to the use of blogs, podcasts and wikis inside the enterprise, such as giving the CEO of the company a blog. Rather, this refers to using these metaphors as a means of interacting with business process applications. For example, in retail-selling floors, merchandising ideas are often generated spontaneously based on observations about customer behavior, and decisions are made on the spot. One issue with this type of business process is that the knowledge tends to get lost in the organization. A department manager that decides to reset a promotional display might tell his or her friends in the region, but the ideas are difficult to propagate. However, if a merchandising system were to capture these merchandising moves and create an automated merchandising ideas blog complete with associated sales analytics, then there would be a way to propagate the information. Just creating blog-style output screens isn't enough, however. The importance of blogs isn't their layout or style: community service models in which the system gets better through use by the community matter more than the style of the output. In conventional blogs, the community uses linking and comment counts to elevate and filter important ideas to the top of the blogosphere and search engines. This community-filtering mechanism is one of the most important elements of community interaction styles that need to be captured in enterprise applications' use of these interaction metaphors. In the retail example, the merchandising ideas might get propagated to the regional merchandising blog. As other stores pick up the idea, read it or use it, the importance of the blog post might get elevated to a multiregional feed, and then to a national feed. Here, the community, through a community service model, is sorting and promoting the information just by using it — an essential element of Web 2.0 business models. This last element is the most important and most difficult to accomplish component of communitystyle interactions in ERP. Clearly, some benefits from adopting user interface styles mimic Web 2.0 metaphors, and many systems will be implemented with only this level of functionality. However, the community service models have to focus on the next step of building an application that gets better simply by being used to be valuable. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Most enterprise application vendors do not yet have plans to incorporate community interaction styles in the applications. However, some application vendors are working with this technology. The easy part of the technology will be the creation of blog, podcast or wiki-style screens. The complex part of the technology will be making it a two-way link from the community back into the application. In the retail example above, for example, it is trivial to output merchandising ideas
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into a blog-style format. However, building the interactive links back to enable the community to make decisions will be complicated. Similarly, using wiki-style content creation and editing to enable the community to make decisions about master data and load that back into a master data management system would be complex, not from the wiki standpoint, but the community standpoint. Gartner expects application vendors to quickly enable the raw output technology and build out the community-style interactions over time. User Advice: Users should ensure that their ERP backbone has a plan to roll out the technology to support the output styles of community interaction mechanisms, such as podcasts, blogs and wikis. However, users shouldn't expect extensive business value from these types of technologies until there are community interaction styles with the actual business processes. The application vendors are searching for ways to use these technologies, so users with ideas for community interaction styles should partner with vendors to enable them. Business Impact: Simply creating output mechanisms that emulate familiar blogs, podcasts and wikis will have relatively little impact on the business, other than to simplify reporting or output streams by putting them in a familiar context. However, the creation of community interaction styles with business processes can increase the ability of the enterprise to leverage knowledge capital through community service business process models. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Less than 1 percent of target audience Maturity: Embryonic Sample Vendors:



ERP Appliance Analysis By: Yvonne Genovese; Nigel Rayner; Christian Hestermann; Jeff Woods Definition: An ERP appliance is a prepackaged ERP solution that's sold as a unit of underlying technology and software designed for out-of-the-box consumption by a user. The user can't change the configuration of the technology and software but may have the ability to configure processes within a pre-defined set of options. SaaS ERP systems are an example of ERP appliances, and pre-configured, industry-specific solutions from some vendors (often delivered through partners) also come close to being ERP appliances. ERP appliances are primarily designed for users who are concerned with the lowestcost option for implementing a business application system. Users who select an ERP appliance are making a trade-off between cost and flexibility because these systems offer a limited capability to change the delivered process model. Because the nature of business application solutions is to model enterprise processes, ERP appliances probably will be industry-specific in many cases (configured for a specific industry) or will focus on specific process areas, such as record to report (financial processes). Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Many classic, midmarket ERP solutions began as ERP appliances. For example, Oracle's JD Edwards World and QAD originally were designed specifically to leverage the capabilities of IBM's iSeries hardware platform. However, as users requested more technical flexibility (such as multiple database options and multiple middleware options), vendors that offered these solutions shifted toward platform ERP solutions. Over time, this created support and R&D challenges for some vendors that increasingly have focused their
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solutions on a subset of technology options, essentially, moving back to the origins of the classic, midmarket systems. In addition, technology evolutions and revolutions (such as service-oriented architecture) are beginning to allow the process model (implicitly defined in business application solutions) to reside as explicit and configurable. This will enable vendors to provide the underlying technology configuration of a business application solution in a fixed state, and also to provide flexibility in process definition. However, ERP appliances will limit the amount of process definition to the options provided by the vendor. User Advice: Few vendors offer complete commercial offerings that meet all the specifications of an ERP appliance. Vendors that rely heavily on resellers for implementation come close to this model because the resellers extend the core ERP solution with industry-specific functionality, which they deliver as a package (usually with implementation services and support) to the user. It's likely that SaaS ERP vendors will be some of the first vendors to offer true ERP appliances. Users should understand their requirements for flexibility and carefully evaluate vendors based on that need. ERP appliance vendors will have some flexibility in building processes, but that flexibility is likely to be limited to the functionality in their specific offerings. When building requests for proposal, users often declare characteristics that resemble ERP appliances; however, during the evaluation, it becomes apparent that users are demanding more flexibility from ERP appliances than these solutions can provide. Organizations considering ERP appliances should be very clear that the goal of these solutions is to trade flexibility for total cost of ownership, ease of implementation and time to benefit. Business Impact: ERP appliances will reduce the cost and complexity of implementing business applications and will enable organizations that can operate with largely pre-defined process models to improve the efficiency of their operations. However, ERP appliances won't always be suited to processes in which organizations seek to differentiate themselves, because ERP appliances will largely rely on best-practice models delivered by the vendor or its partners. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Less than 1 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors:



Open-Source ERP Analysis By: Jeff Woods Definition: ERP is defined as the ability to deliver an integrated suite of business applications. These tools share a common process and data model, covering broad and deep operational endto-end processes, such as those found in finance, human resources, distribution, manufacturing, service and the supply chain. This refers to the delivery of this ERP application through an opensource model. Although some industry-specific process applications and point solutions will be available independently of an ERP process backbone as open-source applications, these are not considered open-source ERP. In addition, this technology profile does not refer to the use of open-source tools in ERP's infrastructure layers. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Open-source ERP products have matured to the point that they can meet limited functional requirements for large and complex enterprises. Some Publication Date: 5 October 2007/ID Number: G00149810 © 2007 Gartner, Inc. and/or its Affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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specialized solutions can meet deeper requirements in specific areas, such as manufacturing. For most users, the systems are not at functional parity with leading commercial ERP systems; however, they may be appropriate for some smaller enterprises or enterprises with limited ERP functionality requirements. Although there are examples of users adopting open-source ERP options, there is little mainstream momentum regarding open-source ERP applications, especially at the midsize- and large-enterprise levels. Some small enterprises use open-source ERP applications, but this technology presents difficulties with broader adoption in small enterprises, because mainstream small-enterprise users tend to be too risk-averse for this type of enterprise application adoption. Given the complexity and mission-critical nature of the transactions running on an ERP system, it will take a long time for these applications to gain the trust of mainstream users, particularly when the savings vs. licensed models are not entirely clear for large enterprises. Giving an end user the source code to an ERP gives the user more flexibility, but this really doesn't address the question of the overall economic efficiency of this model, as compared with commercial source models. It hasn't been shown that open-source models are, at the market level, more efficient at delivering business process functionality. This evidence would be necessary for open-source ERP to disrupt the market. In addition, with the advent of serviceoriented business applications (SOBAs) and the business process platform (BPP), commercial applications are becoming more flexible, which undercuts one impetus for exploring open-source ERP in the first place. Unlike the operating-system market, the ERP market doesn't have dominant or static model or design of applications to copy. Instead, functionality is added through painstaking and ongoing requirement reviews that take into account the needs, trade-offs and commercial applicability of the application across a variety of complicated business scenarios. It could turn out that this mediation of functionality across environments is the core function that centralized commercial software development provides in the ERP market and cannot be replicated through open-source projects. The predictability of delivery of new functionality components from a commercial vendor is not provided for in an open-source model without the inclusion of a strong vendor. However, if there is a strong vendor, then this undercuts the notion of vendor independence that motivates the move to open-source ERPs. Finally, the open-source model hasn't shown the capability to cope with generational rewrites of underlying application functionality — such as the move from client/server to SOAs — in which a complete rewrite must be undertaken, managed and rolled out to users in an orderly fashion. These challenges could swamp the benefits of greater ease of customization and could lower licensing costs. There are already examples of open-source CRM applications with broader adoption patterns than those of open-source ERP options. However, this market traction does not portend adoption in the ERP market, because of differences in the depth of process support and complexity. There may be some sub-industries, such as the tool and die industry in eastern Europe, in which the requirements are so different from mainstream manufacturing requirements that open-source, shared development among the industry participants may be the most economically efficient means of providing this functionality. However, most industries have been able to find commercial ERP vendors to support their application functionality. If a vendor such as IBM decided to purchase and open source a major ERP application to disrupt the market and facilitate entry, this could cause widespread adoption of open-source ERP functionality. However, this is a remote possibility. Initiatives such as The Apache Open for Business Project could facilitate development of some core libraries that might make the development of a finished open-source ERP system achievable, but it will take time to build each Publication Date: 5 October 2007/ID Number: G00149810 © 2007 Gartner, Inc. and/or its Affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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layer of these relatively complicated applications. It's also possible that limited-use, open-source ERP applications could take hold among small and midsize businesses with less-complex functional requirements, but this adoption pattern has not emerged in the market thus far. User Advice: At this point, Type B and Type C users should not plan on adopting open-source ERP. Although there are likely to be open-source point solutions or industry-specific solutions, they should not be viewed as appropriate for mainstream use as a horizontal ERP backbone. Users should expect this situation to change if a major vendor, such as IBM, which is not currently in the applications space decides to disrupt the market to facilitate entry. Business Impact: If this model does emerge, then it could lower support costs owing to license cost avoidance and would create a more flexible application environment because of the availability of source code. This could yield industry-specific ERP functionality in small industries, for which ERP development is not attractive to commercial vendors. Benefit Rating: Low Market Penetration: Less than 1 percent of target audience Maturity: Embryonic Sample Vendors: ComPiere; opentaps; TinyERP; WebERP Recommended Reading: "The Advent of Open-Source Business Applications: Supply-Side Dynamics"



RSS Outputs From Business Process Applications Analysis By: Jeff Woods Definition: This is the ability of a business process application to output a really simple syndication (RSS) feed. These RSS feeds can be representations of screens, data files, tables, analytics or reports. This capability should not be confused with the ability to bring other RSS feeds into portal-based applications. This capability refers to the ability of a business process application to output RSS feeds. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: This technology is not used much today. However, a major focus of application managers is to enable more-intuitive access to applications through the right mechanisms, and RSS is an important mechanism for achieving this. User demand coupled with vendor capabilities will bring this to market. Issues with security or control of data could slow adoption of this technology. Also, enabling legacy applications to output RSS feeds will be difficult, perhaps reviving the market for screen-scraper tools. Most technology vendors have only looked at populating their portals with RSS feeds from things such as news sites, but some progressive vendors have started to examine how to feed their data into portals through RSS. These efforts have not yet resulted in commercial products. Also, some challenges need to be overcome, such as security, presentation layers and the ability to test "mashups" of RSS feeds. User Advice: Users should begin incorporating RSS as a standard requirement in new application purchases or upgrades. Users should evaluate security, performance and process documentation implications of incorporating RSS. Users should investigate tools that consume RSS feeds that applications will output. Finally, in each new application project supporting a business process, applications managers should actively evaluate what is the right mechanism for user presentation instead of just assuming that a traditional rich interface is correct. Publication Date: 5 October 2007/ID Number: G00149810 © 2007 Gartner, Inc. and/or its Affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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Business Impact: The primary near-term benefit of RSS feeds from applications will be to display data, reports or analytics from one application in a portal. However, the longer-term benefits of this technology will be in creating entirely new applications as mashups without affecting the underlying applications that, for some, could have substantial impacts. RSS outputs will also facilitate the movement to support the person-to-applications interface by enabling information-driven, rather than process-driven, decision making. Many people initially conclude that this technology will only support things such as business intelligence. However, RSS is a way to open substantial portions of the business processes and applications to innovation. For example, if the enterprise could share its open orders via RSS into a global-class community or social networking space with enterprise-level permissions and security (like Facebook for the enterprise), innovative collaboration around solving particular order problems with suppliers could be enabled. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Less than 1 percent of target audience Maturity: Embryonic Sample Vendors:



Business Process Platform Analysis By: Janelle Hill; Yvonne Genovese Definition: The BPP is a combined IT and business model that enables enterprises to accommodate rapid, but controlled, business process changes through the use of integrated process composition technologies and reusable business process components in a managed environment. The business service repository (BSR) portion of a BPP exposes business process components as reusable software assets to be used in process compositions by business and IT users. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Although many technologies enable business process composition, in most cases, these technologies must be acquired from different vendors and integrated by user IT organizations. In addition, the content required to enable business process composition does not exist in the open market. For example, the business process components (services) generally are assumed to already exist as components delivered within new service-oriented business applications or accessed from an external source. In addition, established applications may be segmented and components wrapped to create service interfaces, so these legacy systems can be exploited within the composition platform, or new services may be developed to meet unique needs. Services will be managed and stored in a repository, along with rules for maintaining their integrity. (The repository also may point to external services, acting, in that case, as a registry.) The composition process looks out to the user experience and the way in which the functionality is delivered (typically via multiple channels and alternate device types). Management and security mechanisms must span the repository, composition platform and user experience. In late 2006, major vendors began to promote their integrated composition technologies and platforms to enable users to populate and manage a repository of business components/services for inclusion in end-user-facing compositions. For example, SAP described many of its middleware technologies, and its Enterprise Services Architecture designed business services as integral elements of its BPP. Likewise, IBM has made multiple acquisitions in 2006 that furthered its efforts to provide the foundational technologies and services of a BPP. However, users will never buy a complete BPP from a single vendor; rather, they will buy the technologies to enable Publication Date: 5 October 2007/ID Number: G00149810 © 2007 Gartner, Inc. and/or its Affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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assembly and orchestration of reusable services and populate their BSR with diverse content from multiple sources. Furthermore, the combination of content and technology composition must be attended by cultural change that brings the IT organization and the business units closer together in defining the process requirements and the process rate of change. User Advice: Users should seek an integrated platform, comprised of a BSR and composition technologies to enable the BPP. IT organizations should seek to own the technologies and service content that enable users to build adaptive business processes from reusable components to assist their enterprises in meeting changing business needs. Users must weigh the risks of vendor lock-in with a "one-stop-shop" vendor against the costs and risks associated with integrating technologies from multiple vendors to build their BPP. Business Impact: The BPP model is most appropriate for processes that differentiate the business. These processes need to be flexible as the business changes. Although users will source the technologies to build their BPPs from vendors that provide an integrated BPP infrastructure, users should own their BSRs and the business service content that will be composed into differentiating business processes. Most user organizations do not have a good understanding of their processes. Thus, the first step is to create a process architecture or topology that identifies the major core vs. differentiating processes. Then business process analysts should design the differentiating processes for change and work with their IT peers to implement the first iteration of such processes, including a strategy and plan for ongoing changes to keep them differentiating or to move them gradually into core as competitors catch on and copy their approach. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: Less than 1 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Recommended Reading: "Flexibility Drives the Emergence of the Business Process Platform" 126854 "BPP Changes Infrastructure and the Business Application Vendor Landscape" "Achieving Agility: Implement a BPP Model to Support Static and Dynamic Processes"



Extreme Self-Service Business Process Support Analysis By: Jeff Woods Definition: In this technology concept, users, suppliers, customers and partners could create their own processes to meet their own unique needs — using the enterprise's services instead of its processes. For example, an enterprise could engage in extreme customer self-service in which customers, instead of accessing an enterprise's systems to find out the status of an order, build their own "mashup" of customer service systems to check their status or invoice themselves. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Few enterprises have the technology in place to support self-service process models. However, the advent of business process applications delivered as service repositories along with RSS feeds might form the technical foundations for the self-service layer of the technology. Enterprises that encounter this model will have to grapple with the security, process integrity and regulatory issues associated with this model. If the
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technology model emerges, then the power of this technology will push it into use regardless of enterprise policy or controls on the technology. This technology adoption style will affect domain-specific areas through the direct application of self-service principles. Adoption of this technology will also occur at the ERP or end-to-end process level to synchronize and integrate innovative processes. User Advice: Examine externally facing applications to turn these into services in the model of Web 2.0. Ensure that the requisite service strategy and security models are in place to support extreme self-service applications. Examine the way that self-service and mashups will affect enterprise process validation and documentation requirements — if the services exist, then they will likely get used in unintended ways, regardless of policy. Business Impact: Because the first Web revolution was primarily realized at the enterprise level through self-service applications, the primary enterprise process value of Web 2.0 will become a new notion of self-service, extreme self-service, which embodies most of the value of Web 2.0. Ultimately, the result would be better conformance of IT systems to enterprise and multienterprise business processes with a simultaneous reduction in cost to support. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: Less than 1 percent of target audience Maturity: Embryonic Sample Vendors:



Integrated Business Planning Analysis By: Tim Payne Definition: Integrated business planning (IBP) is a set of systems, processes and competencies that forms the strategic alignment and modeling capability that is missing from the traditional operationally focused sales and operations planning (S&OP) processes. IBP links corporate performance management to S&OP, with capability for strategic and financial modeling and analytics. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: IBP is developing as the "big brother" to the S&OP process. S&OP has been around for many years, and is particularly well-known in manufacturing organizations. S&OP was intended to reconcile business strategies as well as operational plans. However, the strategic dimension is mostly missing from S&OP today. Therefore, the concept of IBP is developing to contain strategic modeling and reconciliation capabilities as a set of systems, processes and competencies that sits over the operational S&OP processes and links into the organization's corporate performance management initiatives. User Advice: IBP is a collection of capabilities and, as such, is not something that can be sourced totally from one vendor. However, different classes of vendors are progressively developing capabilities that are moving toward IBP capabilities (for example: CPM, supply chain planning, ERP and best-of-breed vendors). If you need to develop IBP capabilities, then approach this with a best-of-breed strategy for the next few years prior to more integrated solutions emerging. Work with your S&OP vendors to see which areas of IBP it is able to support as well as specialized strategic modeling vendors. Business Impact: These capabilities will enable companies to model and align business strategies to operational strategies, ensuring significantly improved supply chain and business performance.
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Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Interlace Systems; River Logic; SmartOps



SOA-Enabled Order Management Analysis By: Isher Kaila Definition: Much of the value provided by integrated solutions such as ERP results from the tight linkage of orders to inventory to financials. However, when the same entity does not control execution of the order, or when the execution of the order can take a number of paths, this traditionally tight coupling may not be beneficial or appropriate. In the past, order management was tightly coupled to the underlying transactional system because of weaknesses in integration technology. Today, however, although SOAs won't solve all these problems, it is becoming practical to decouple order management from the transaction management and order execution systems. Service-oriented order management leverages SOA and BPPs to reinvigorate order management as a strategic technology investment for the enterprise. Combining the flexibility of an SOA with the management discipline of a BPP will enable enterprises to have an end-to-end view of order management, providing enriched customer experiences. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: This technology is emerging in the marketplace, but it's still five to 10 years from the plateau, as the SOA and BPP frameworks evolve to maturity with greater uptake in the order management space. Enterprises will need to focus on a collective view of the individual systems that make up their order management capabilities, and align them in an SOA framework for data orchestration that will, in turn, enable a BPP capability. The key barriers to adoption include incoherent data management/orchestration and SOA strategies, as well as organizational unwillingness to think beyond traditional siloed views of order management system components and toward a focus on the end-to-end processes that are enabled by one or more of the underlying technologies. User Advice: Take an end-to-end view of your order management systems as they support business processing by strategically leveraging a BPP approach for ensuring efficient and enhanced orchestration (that is, consumption and integration) of order fulfillment across your organization. For business processes such as order-to-cash, procure-to-pay and quote-to-order, as well as related events, manage their effectiveness and operational efficiency from a fullspectrum view, and avoid focusing on a single technology component or application that supports one element of the end-to-end process. Prioritize investments involved with cleaning up and maintaining master data, implementing an SOA strategy and infrastructure for your order management capabilities, and looking at opportunities for optimization in your established order management processes. The benefits of SOA as an architectural style will enable a standard process to be more flexible in handling a range of products, services, geographies and divisions and to make better use of external information and analytics to optimize it. Investments in SOA will provide a strong foundation for BPP capabilities. Enhanced Web order management capabilities will also be more easily adopted by adhering to a service-based architecture. Business Impact: SOA-enabled order management is transformational across all facets of the supply chain and order-to-cash process frameworks, providing increased integration capabilities
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for Web-based order management functionality. In addition, it will enable increased customer service excellence and enrich the customers' experiences by balancing the end-to-end efficiency and effectiveness of order management and fulfillment, rather than just an individual system or subcomponent. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: i2; Oracle; Sterling Commerce



Office-Based Business Applications Analysis By: Yvonne Genovese Definition: For years, management practice demonstrated the benefits of empowering the individual. Ensuring that knowledge workers have the right combination of technologies to exploit their skills and knowledge will be vital to individual empowerment and enterprise competitiveness in the future. Knowledge workers are the primary controllers of enterprise processes and the processes that underpin any business, which can be viewed in two different ways. The first is from the enterprise view, looking down and considering the business as a whole. The individual view is from the people who contribute to the business. To date, most IT investment has supported the first perspective, which has largely ignored the individual, except as a user subservient to a role within a process. The second perspective is supported by personal productivity tools, including e-mail and other consumer-based technologies. Until recently, these two sets of technologies have, for the most part, completely ignored each other. The next stage in the evolution of application support for business processes is to move beyond the enterprise view of processes to encompass the needs of the individual as a participant and driver of multiple processes that are better integrated. Gartner's term for integrated business processes and personal productivity tools is "process of me" (see "Person-to-Person Interaction Emerges as the 'Process of Me'"). One example of a combined process is travel and expense reporting, where a user enters a calendar entry for travel in one tool, expenses for the trip in another and approval routing happens in a third. With the process of me, this becomes a single process in which the data entered into the correct system of record is transparent to the user. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Several factors drive the integration of business applications and personal productivity tools. One obvious influencer is the productivity gain that can be realized by integrating business application processes and data into familiar workplace environments (such as portals, collaboration and content management). Web 2.0 and the consumerization of IT are also pushing technology providers to use the tools that users prefer as primary interfaces to business applications. The focus on governance and compliance is also pushing many enterprises toward a single, trusted set of process and data. It's becoming possible to integrate these processes primarily because SOAs are influencing the development of business applications. Stovepiped, project-centric business process automation has dominated the business application market; however, pressure for business process flexibility and agility, coupled with a desire for new cross-application, enterprise-spanning perspectives, is breaching the boundaries. Breaking processes into tasks through SOA enables the integration of personal productivity processes and business processes. An enterprise's ability to achieve process of me capabilities will depend on vendors' adoption of SOA. Because many ERP vendors
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have not yet finished SOA projects, or have not yet even embraced SOA, many users will not have the option of enabling the process of me. Business application vendors will begin by offering pre-defined packaged processes (see "It's a Duet: SAP/Microsoft Formalize Mendocino Project Offering"). However, in many cases, the chaotic nature of business will cause these efforts to fall short of business needs, because the individual and the business need the ability to manipulate the processes and the tools that enable the process to achieve the maximum benefits. This will require a combination of packaged Web services (or business services) and tools to manipulate or build new processes that, for the most part, have not emerged. User Advice: Users that redefine processes to encompass the process of the individual and adopt technologies that embrace the process of me will benefit in productivity for the individual, as well as organizational differentiation among competitors. Major vendors in application management and collaboration markets will begin to combine application development, business process management, business applications and collaboration capabilities to take advantage of this new market opportunity. Because they are in different places on the business process and process of me continuum, users should carefully evaluate their vision and definitive product plans before investing in a particular vendor based on its marketed process of me capabilities. Only vendors that redefine processes beginning with the individual, combining process definition and tools that enable individuals to be flexible with the definition of their specific processes, will emerge as leaders in the process of me category. Business Impact: The integration of workplace and business application processes often help users gain fresh insights from the integration of business intelligence and analytic capabilities, enabling users to arrive at new perspectives on business issues or potential innovations. The potential business impact of new processes and innovations created by the individual can result in significant improvements in individual productivity, as well as drive new revenue. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors:



Procurement MDM Analysis By: Debbie Wilson Definition: Procurement master data management (MDM) consists of packaged business systems that provide a controlled, central, master repository of supplier and/or purchased part data, which is consumed by multiple systems and/or people and is governed by the various stakeholders via shared stewardship. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Most procurement applications have been implemented in a single, regional area and are integrated with, or are a module of, a single backend system. This is a necessary step in the evolution of procurement technology because the applications must be proved at the local level before being adopted on a more-widespread, multisite basis. The move to multisite has resulted in multiple consumers of the same supplier data and part data pools, but there's a growing need for only one dataset that the various application instances can access. Publication Date: 5 October 2007/ID Number: G00149810 © 2007 Gartner, Inc. and/or its Affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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This issue is just becoming visible to many organizations, and for the most part, procurement technology vendors haven't yet planned to support the required functionality. Today, they cleanse and match, but this approach is a project and it doesn't create a true, ongoing MDM system with shared governance and stewardship. Thus, the forward-thinking, buy-side companies that have invested in MDM typically have built their own custom solutions. The hype for procurement MDM as a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) application is just beginning, and in many cases, the need for procurement MDM is being driven by the early adopters of procurement applications, which are being rolled out on global basis and must share master data, such as class codes, extended supplier information and item part masters. Because the concept is being tested vis-a-vis MDM for customer and product data, the procurement master data market will leverage these efforts and will build out fairly quickly as soon as it starts. User Advice: Organizations that are rolling out procurement applications across multiple divisions and locations, and/or managing suppliers at a global level, must strategize how to create and maintain a single, master file as the primary source of data to which other applications subscribe. In the absence of tested commercial applications, a business process for maintaining this data as "restricted" must be set up and maintained. The largest companies may wish to set up their own custom workflows, databases and restrictions to create their own systems. Organizations that are comfortable in early adopter roles should consider one of the many emerging, commercial solutions that have become available recently. Procurement vendors that target their applications toward multisite, multi-instance implementations should consider whether their solutions are an appropriate place to locate MDM functionality and build it out as necessary. Business Impact: The resolution of this problem will demonstrate high impact by enabling organizations to leverage supplier and consumption intelligence more fully, and to reduce the costs of purchased materials and services. Procurement MDM will achieve this by maintaining supplier and purchased part data in a single file, thus significantly reducing duplicate vendor and part number files, enhancing reporting and reducing the need for subsequent cost analysis. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: Less than 1 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Aravo; Emptoris; i2; Riversand; SAP; Zynapse Recommended Reading: "Mastering Master Data Management"



Product Performance Management Analysis By: Andrew White; Tim Payne Definition: Product performance management (PPM) includes the processes used to manage products across the supply chain performance (such as customer service, product profitability and total landed costs); the methodologies that drive some of the processes (such as the balanced scorecard or value-based management); and the metrics used to measure performance against strategic, operational and tactical performance goals. However, PPM also consists of the convergence of business and analytical applications that provide the functionality to support these processes, methodologies and metrics, which are targeted at strategic users through tactical day-to-day decision making.
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Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Most business applications are transactional in nature and business intelligence uses a duplicate and aggregated set of this data. Although users seek to make better and smarter business decisions concerning how products perform across the supply chain, the architecture used enforces a separation in role, technology and process between business applications and business intelligence. This leads to multiple data and process silos that make answering complex business problems hard to do and leads to supply chains that significantly underperform. Demand planning was an early example of the convergence of analytical and business applications since it was in demand planning (the business processes) where users needed to leverage analytics and data mining (business intelligence) to improve the results of their demand planning process. The business intelligence and business application vendor community is aware of this experience, but is only slowly bringing this unified functionality to market. However, this vision, for the most part, is predicated on high risk and long-term SOA strategies. Smaller vendors may have a better chance in the next couple of years of bringing this functionality to market in limited areas (such as demand planning). User Advice: There are no comprehensive platform solutions for enterprisewide PPM, although larger vendors are moving in this direction. If you need to make a smarter decision in the supply chain, then approach this with a best-of-breed strategy for the next couple of years as larger platform offerings emerge and mature. Align your vendor partners with specific business pain points related to improving decision making across the value chain. Business Impact: The use of business applications that embed business intelligence on a unified information-centric platform will help enterprises improve the timeliness and quality of decision making across the value chain, as well as align tactical day-to-day decision making with strategic (corporate performance management) efforts. Product performance across the value chain will be improved. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Embryonic Sample Vendors: Blue Agave Software; Coreprocess; InfoNow; QlikTech; RiverLogic; Spotfire; Vendor Managed Technologies; Vision Chain Recommended Reading: "Confusion Escalates in SCM Demand Planning Market" "SCM Requires the Alignment of Decision-Making Solutions"



Talent Management Application Suites Analysis By: James Holincheck Definition: Talent management application suites (TMASs) include an integrated set of applications encompassing the employee life cycle, including workforce planning, talent acquisition (e-recruitment and contingent workforce management), employee performance management, career development, succession planning, learning and compensation planning. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Each individual application is further along the Hype Cycle than the TMAS. However, the integrated suite, especially the adoption by customers, is relatively new. There have been many mergers and acquisitions among vendors to put together an integrated TMAS. However, customers have typically bought niche solutions or "mini-suites" (two or three modules in the suite) to augment their human resource management system (HRMS) solutions. We expect the market to move toward broader suite buying during the next
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several years (see "Talent Management Application Suites Emerge to Support Strategic HR Capabilities"). User Advice: Do not expect to find a TMAS that can provide the depth and breadth of functionality across all applications. Balance your need for best-in-class functionality with the desire to simplify integration and vendor management. Thus, try to work with only a few (two to three) strategic suppliers, in addition to your HRMS provider, to assemble the full suite of talent management applications. Over time, reduce the number of vendors as the depth and breadth of solutions improves to further ease integration and vendor management. Many customers, especially large enterprises, have recruitment solutions. There has been significant uptake of employee performance management solutions, but less adoption of succession management and compensation management solutions. That is changing as more companies view performance and succession management as an integrated set of capabilities. In addition, more customers are interested in integrated performance and compensation management to support efforts for linking pay to performance. Start your integrated talent management efforts where they have the greatest areas of pain, as well as benefits. Then, look at providers that are strongest in those areas (also for providing a broader set of capabilities). Business Impact: Integrated talent management, done correctly, is strategic because it can help operationalize talent programs and initiatives that can directly drive business outcomes. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Authoria; Cezanne Software; Cornerstone OnDemand; Halogen Software; HRsmart; Jobpartners; Kenexa; Learn.com; Pilat HR Solutions; Plateau Systems; Saba; Salary.com; SilkRoad technology; Softscape; StepStone; SuccessFactors; SumTotal; Vurv Technology; Workstream Recommended Reading: "Talent Management Application Suites Can Enhance Workforce Effectiveness" "Talent Management Application Suites Emerge to Support Strategic HR Capabilities" "Magic Quadrant for E-Recruitment Software, 2006" "MarketScope for Employee Performance Management Software, 2007" "Magic Quadrant for E-Learning Suites, 2006"



Commercial Commodity ERP Services Repository Analysis By: Jeff Woods Definition: The delivery of a commercial commodity ERP services repository is the devolution of an ERP application suite from a parameter-driven set of applications or monolithic applications to a bundle of services delivered in a repository composed of a pre-defined set of business processes through an end-user-manipulable model. Gartner sees the major ERP vendors as largely providing a bundle of services to support the commodity or non-differentiating business processes of an enterprise. Thus, the commodity business process functionality now supported in largely parameter-driven ERP applications will become service and process compositions supporting mostly the same range of business functions in a next-generation ERP. Support for innovative business processes likely will come from outside the major ERP vendors, so we
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separated the development of the commodity ERP services repository from the innovative services provided by specialist vendors. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The major ERP vendors have embarked on services enabling their applications. During the coming years, these vendors will deliver incrementally more functionality through services. As their projects proceed, the notion of an ERP application will change from a code set that performs specific functions into a bundle of services composed into business processes. As the service library becomes complete, users will have access to the models that were used to build the application. This migration may not be as onerous as many think, because, if the vendor handles the services architecture project well, then the services could be bundled transparently on top of future product releases. This would enable users to adopt this evolution of the ERP product as a technical upgrade in some cases, without requiring substantial changes to business processes or functionality until business value is justified. However, IT departments that adopt this model still will need to make considerable cultural and managerial changes. User Advice: Users that are not looking for an ERP appliance model (also covered in the ERP Hype Cycle) should plan to make upgrades to their ERP applications that enable the transition from a functional ERP to a services-oriented ERP. Users should map out their business processes and should know what road map each vendor has to satisfy these processes, as well as how systems can be consolidated and processes streamlined in moving from current ERP applications to future ERP systems. Business Impact: Following this procedure will reduce the cost of managing the ERP environment and will enable a closer link between applications and end-to-end business processes. This also will facilitate more-sophisticated sourcing strategies regarding the integration of innovative business process support into the overall ERP applications landscape. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Microsoft; Oracle; SAP Recommended Reading: "Criteria for Evaluating a Business Application Vendor's SOA Strategy" "Evaluating Global-Class Software Ecosystems" "Most Benefits of Service-Oriented Architecture for Business Applications Are Longer Term"



Ecosystem-Sourced Innovation Functionality in ERP Analysis By: Jeff Woods Definition: The appropriate analogy for the emergence of ecosystem-supported application innovation is the development of desktop application development and runtime frameworks. Going back to early desktop applications for PCs, each application, for example, wrote its own menu subsystem and code. However, after the emergence of frameworks, such as Windows API and Mac OS Toolbox code, developers no longer wrote their own menus or windowing code. A similar phenomenon is in motion with business applications. A common misconception about the emergence of a BPP is that the middleware is the platform. That's not the idea of a BPP, because middleware has long been a platform component of applications. What's new here is
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that the business process functionality itself is becoming a platform that can be consumed by the vendor's own application and can also be used by independent software vendors (ISVs) developing business applications. In an ecosystem-driven BPP world, Gartner envisions application vendors using the commodity functionality provided in a commercial BSR as the foundation for new or innovative business processes. For example, SAP's ERP will contain a transportation management system that provides commodity (but commodity doesn't mean basic) functionality. However, an ISV such as i2 Technologies might compose the tendering and rating services within SAP in an innovative way to build a new transportation process. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Once commercial platforms become pervasive, and services that perform known and usable functions become available, ISVs will be able to move the development of commodity functionality to the platform (the commercial BSR) and focus its development on innovative functionality only. However, large application vendors are just beginning to deliver ERPs as bundles of commodity services in a repository, so this trend will take some time to unfold. ISVs must redefine their business models and application design capabilities to adjust to this new reality. The market is likely to see smaller ISVs adapt more quickly than the larger vendors, because it's easier for them to change their business models, and they are less threatening as partners to the major ERP providers. User Advice: Review the application and vendor portfolio to determine where each vendor, ERP and specialist fits in this ecosystem-sourced innovation model. Begin developing a strategy to aggressively adopt service-oriented versions of ERP packages that take advantage of ecosystem-sourced platform applications, because they are likely to deliver more flexibility at a lower cost. Business Impact: This technology enables enterprise application groups to match the technology life cycle of applications with the innovation life cycle of business processes (that is, from innovative to commodity processes). This will improve business satisfaction with IT and improve the overall business' responsiveness to change. It will also reduce the cost of delivering business innovation through business process applications and enable businesses to adopt more-granular levels of innovative functionality from alternative vendors. For example, an enterprise might select its ERP vendor as the primary provider of services to support transportation business processes, but may source sophisticated carrier scheduling functionality from a specialist vendor. This will enable new governance models in which the cost of innovation can be traced and granularly assigned to specific innovations. This model will enable enterprises to build obsolescence into innovative functionality. If retirement of innovation into the core ERP functionality is built into the project and business process support from inception, the total cost to support over the life cycle of the business process can be substantially reduced — ultimately freeing up resources to support more and faster business innovation. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: i2 Technologies; MCA Solutions; Microsoft; SAP Recommended Reading: "A Business Service Repository Provides the Foundation for a Business Process Platform"
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"Delivery of Commodity Business Applications in a BPMS Does Not Mean You Should Customize the Applications"



Enterprise Information Management Analysis By: David Newman Definition: Enterprise information management (EIM) is an integrative discipline for structuring, describing and governing information assets, regardless of organizational and technological boundaries, to improve operational efficiency, promote transparency and enable business insight. EIM is operationalized as a program with a defined charter, budget and resource plan. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Many organizations have silos of information: inconsistent, inaccurate and conflicting sources with no "single version of the truth." Project-level information management techniques have caused issues in data quality and accessibility. This has led to higher costs, integration complexity, risk and unnecessary duplication of data and process. Results from a Gartner study confirm that EIM is in the early-adopter stage. Findings suggest that the EIM trend will need frameworks, case studies and maturity models to help guide organizations through the benefit realization curve. Certain business drivers, such as compliance, will accelerate adoption as organizations look to fulfill transparency and efficiency objectives from upstream systems to downstream applications. Other triggers for adoption include the information management implications of new development models, such as SOA. SOA places greater emphasis on a disciplined approach to information management. Enterprises will use EIM to support the increased demands for governance and accountability of information assets through formalized data quality and stewardship activities. Adoption toward EIM will also increase as pressure intensifies to consolidate related technologies within organizations for managing both structured and unstructured information assets. Organizations will look for a common framework or infrastructure to converge overlapping technologies and projects in master data management, business intelligence, metadata management, data integration, information access and content management. Organizations will adopt EIM in stages, looking first at foundational activities such as metadata management, master data management, and data mart consolidation; data quality activities; and data stewardship role definition. User Advice: End-user clients should resist vendor claims that their products "do" EIM. EIM is not a technology market. Clients should connect certain technologies and projects (such as MDM, metadata management, information life cycle management, content management and data integration) as part of an EIM program. Secure senior-level commitment for EIM as a way to overcome information barriers, exploit information as a strategic resource, and fuel the drive toward enterprise agility. Use pressures for improving IT flexibility, adaptability, productivity and transparency as part of the EIM businesscase justification. Grow the EIM program incrementally. Pursue foundational EIM activities such as master data management and metadata management. Address operational activities, such as defining the EIM strategy, creating a charter and aligning resources to the program. Operationalize EIM with a defined budget and resource plan. Establish an information-centric infrastructure to share and exchange all types of content. Implement governance processes such as stewardship and data quality initiatives. Set performance metrics (such as reducing the number of point-to-point interfaces or conflicting data sources) to demonstrate value. Business Impact: EIM is foundational to complex business processes and strategic initiatives. By organizing related information management technologies into a common, information-centric infrastructure, an EIM program can reduce transaction costs across companies and improve the consistency, quality and governance of information assets. EIM supports transparency objectives
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in compliance and legal discovery. It breaks down information silos by facilitating the decoupling of data from applications — a key aspect of successful SOAs. It establishes a single version of the truth for master data assets. EIM institutes information governance processes to ensure all information assets adhere to quality, security and accessibility standards. Key components of EIM (for example, master data management, global data synchronization, semantic reconciliation, metadata management, data integration and content management) have been observed across multiple industries (such as banking, investment services, consumer goods, retail and life sciences). Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Recommended Reading: "Business Drivers and Issues in Enterprise Information Management" "Mastering Master Data Management" "From IM to EIM: An Adoption Model" "Data Integration Is Key to Successful Service-Oriented Architecture Implementations" "Gartner Study on EIM Highlights Early Adopter Trends and Issues" "Gartner Definition Clarifies the Role of Enterprise Information Management" "Key Issues for Enterprise Information Management, 2007"



Distributed Order Management Analysis By: Gene Alvarez Definition: Distributed order management (DOM) enables an organization using e-commerce to capture a multiline order containing items, such as products and services. However, after the order is captured, DOM can manage the order across partner systems (for example, distributors, wholesalers and resellers) outside the firewall or multiple internal back-office systems within the firewall, or as one single order. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Adoption of this technology has been slow because only a few early adopters have been able to deploy DOM. This is because of the process challenges, such as how to sell and bundle a product that the enterprise sells with services that are delivered by a partner. Technology challenges also exist. Issues, such as managing technology inside and outside the firewall, and integration of multiple systems inside and outside the enterprise, have presented themselves, and are rather large and expensive to implement. User Advice: Adoption of DOM has been slow because of resistance from downstream partners. Focus on communicating the value of this technology to downstream partners and customers to gain acceptance. Additionally, organizations that intend to sell bundled offerings should evaluate DOM. This is necessary to avoid fulfillment issues that can arise for disconnections between the sales order and the fulfillment systems. Business Impact: DOM can significantly reduce costs, such as the interoperation costs for coordinating a sale with a partner, eliminating manual intervention during the sale by enabling the organization to work with partner systems information, and eliminating manual intervention Publication Date: 5 October 2007/ID Number: G00149810 © 2007 Gartner, Inc. and/or its Affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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required to follow through or correct partner orders. Additionally, DOM can create partner loyalty by reducing the number of errors a partner needs to resolve after the sale and the amount of support during the sale. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Click Commerce; CommerceHub; IBM WebSphere Commerce; JaggedPeak; Oracle; Ordermotion; SAP; Sterling Commerce; Vcommerce



Model-Driven Business Process Applications Analysis By: Jeff Woods Definition: Model-driven business process applications refer to business process applications that support explicit graphical models of the supported processes and generate output that configures commercial runtime components based on the process model. The process-modeling environment can be a subset of a corporate process-modeling/execution environment (for example, the modeling components of a business process management [BPM] system) into which commercially provided flows are maintained and services are registered. It can also be a separate process-modeling environment specific to the application. Model-driven business process applications rely on the availability of service-oriented components of the business application. This technology trend is larger than composite applications, which generally refer to the use of services intended for other purposes that are recomposed into new applications to meet a new process need. Although model-driven business process applications can be composites of services used within other applications to create new applications, they also can be how an outof-the-box commercial application is delivered, if that implementation fully exposes the model used to construct the processes embodied in the application. Many traditional packaged enterprise applications have an implicit representation of process, but it is not intuitive or graphical. This representation may be embodied in rules, policies or parameters. Gartner research into BPM as a business discipline found that nongraphical process representations are inferior to graphical representations that maintain a dynamic link to the executable and configuration of the business process in an application without the need to manually configure switches, parameters, rules or policies in the application. One major issue users face with packaged applications is that they don't understand, can't easily support or can't easily change the processes embodied in their packaged applications. Gartner believes that, by providing and exposing the explicit process model, some challenges can be addressed. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Although many enterprise applications embody business processes, they do not represent these business processes in ways that are accessible and intuitive to various business and technical users. Even applications that provide an explicit business process model do not provide a dynamic link to the executable and require user intervention to maintain the model to executable link. A new generation of packaged enterprise applications is entering the market that uses the key design principles embodied in the BPM disciplines applied to the particular process or domain supported by the application. This technology has been embraced by some early adopter supply chain management (SCM) vendors, but we see efforts to adopt this model across the wider landscape of business process applications.
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A major issue in the broader adoption of this technology will be service-enabling legacy packaged applications to the extent that they can support this model-driven approach. Many legacy applications will require substantial rewrites before this service-enabling goal can be accomplished. Because enterprises have various applications in their portfolios, enterprises likely will have one or two applications that can adopt this quickly, while other applications in the portfolio will be laggards. User Advice: Users should familiarize themselves with the management principles espoused by the BPM discipline. Users also should build a business process modeling strategy that incorporates considerations for modeling processes that will be executed by custom, composed and packaged applications. Users will need a BPP management discipline to ensure that proper governance and cultural issues are addressed before the enterprise employs this application model. Users should determine if their vendors' service-enabling strategies for existing applications will be sufficient to support the model-driven approach. Gartner believes that many applications might need to be in representational state transfer state to meet this requirement. Business Impact: The model-driven business process application approach will deliver dramatic advances in business process agility and in the ability to manage business processes consistent with the BPP management discipline articulated by Gartner. Enterprises will be able to more efficiently upgrade applications and respond to changing business requirements. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: i2; Sterling Commerce Recommended Reading: "A Business Service Repository Provides the Foundation for a Business Process Platform" "Achieving Agility: BPM Delivers Business Agility Through New Management Practices" "Achieving Agility: Implement a BPP Model to Support Static and Dynamic Processes" "Flexibility Drives the Emergence of the Business Process Platform" "How BPM Can Enhance the Eight Building Blocks of CRM"



Third-Party ERP Maintenance Analysis By: Pat Phelan Definition: ERP technical support is the set of services involved in fixing system problems and applying regulatory compliance changes and other services that typically involve touching the code or configuration that comprises the implemented system. It may include one-off assistance implementing new system functionality, but does not encompass ongoing day-to-day production operation application support. It does not include ongoing business operation support services that may be outsourced, nor does it include system optimization services that are typically provided by system integrators. Third-party vendors — those not aligned with or tied to the manufacturer of the software — have been providing application technical support since software became available off the shelf. However, recent actions by software vendors to extend the life of their historical application releases has sparked new interest in this support option. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Vendor-supplied technical support has been the preferred model for leading vendors in the ERP market. Support is typically included in
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maintenance and support agreements with the software vendors, and is a requirement to receive product patches and new releases free of charge. With the mature ERP market reducing the amount of new functionality being offered, and the introduction of programs by the major vendors to extend maintenance periods (with a reduced level of services received, often for a premium price), enterprises are finding it harder to justify ongoing maintenance and support payments. Some users are reducing their application support costs by terminating their ERP vendors' maintenance agreements for mature applications and seeking alternative sources for application technical support services. Enterprises may opt for third-party technical support for these reasons: Will stay on the current application release for an extended period, such as five or more years No concrete plans to upgrade to the vendor's new release, or plans to migrate away from the current vendor at some point Anticipate minimal implementation of purchased functionality that is not being used Installation operates with little need for break/fix assistance Maintenance fees are high for the level of support received or anticipated New technologies such as service-oriented architectures are causing ERP application architectures to undergo significant change, leaving enterprises less certain about their vendor commitments. The extension of the application release life is reducing upgrade frequency. The "increased support cost for fewer services" aspect of the vendors’ extended maintenance and support programs has left enterprises disillusioned about vendor-provided support. This has opened the door for third-party maintenance — particularly if it can cut costs when users don’t want upgrade rights. We do not believe that third-party maintenance will take a significant amount of the vendors’ support business. The majority of users will not accept the risk that accompanies terminating vendor maintenance agreements, and most enterprises have a high degree of vendor commitment. We have placed third-party application maintenance as pre-peak on the Hype Cycle to reflect additional market penetration as enterprises park on historical ERP releases while vendors develop their next-generation products. For the near term (two to five years), some enterprises will accept the risks of using a third party to save up to 50% of their annual support costs. As new application releases become available and as users need vendors’ help on a morefrequent basis to assist with upgrades, resolve new product issues and implement new functionality, third-party support will drop into the trough before eventually reaching the Plateau of Productivity in five to ten years. It is important to note that even with significant adoption by the market, it is possible that thirdparty maintenance could be severely limited as an option if ERP vendors attempt to restrict the customer’s ability to use third parties on their behalf. Recent litigation filed by Oracle accusing SAP, through its subsidiary TomorrowNow, of stealing intellectual property could, depending on the outcome, open the door for vendors to try to limit use of third-party support services. User Advice: Consider using third parties for ERP technical support in these situations: You have a mature, stable implementation that requires minimal attention in terms of break/fix and other technical support efforts. You consider the third party as a cost-deferring strategy to extend the life of your current application investments.
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You haven't made a long-term commitment to a vendor’s road map and applications, and wish to delay or avoid potentially mandatory upgrades to new releases. You believe there is minimal risk of losing third-party services as a result of the Oracle/SAP lawsuit, or the time frame for a potential loss of service is beyond the window of time for which you are contracting services. Business Impact: ERP support organizations will benefit from lower-cost application technical support services for mature applications that require little maintenance, and where upgrading to the next release is not expected. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors:



Master Data Management Analysis By: John Radcliffe; Andrew White; David Newman Definition: MDM is a workflow-driven process in which business units and the IT organization collaborate to harmonize, cleanse, publish and protect common information assets that must be shared enterprisewide. MDM ensures the consistency, accuracy, stewardship and accountability for the core information of the enterprise, enabling organizations to eliminate endless debates about "whose data is right." MDM moves the organization closer to long-sought-after data-sharing objectives in the application portfolio. An MDM program is a key part of an enterprisewide commitment to information management and helps organizations break down operational barriers, enabling greater enterprise agility and simplifying integration activities. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Comprehensive technology solutions for supporting enterprise-level, cross-domain MDM programs are still in their early stages and will take several years to mature. The current technologies labeled "MDM products" are either: a combination of separately developed customer data integration (CDI) hub and product information management (PIM) products, mainly focused on the "upstream" operational environment, and undergoing integration and broadening; CDI hub or PIM products that have a degree of generic capability and have been repositioned to address wider MDM issues, but need broader and deeper functionality; or cross-domain MDM products that mainly focus on the demands of the "downstream" analytical and reporting environments. User Advice: Use MDM techniques and technology to achieve consistency, accuracy and integrity of information assets at a strategic level in upstream, operational environments. Most organizations are focusing on drill-down domain requirements, using CDI hub or PIM technology, but they must plan how to leverage that expertise into other domains. Also, there is a potential role for using tactical MDM technologies for solving semantic inconsistency issues in downstream, business intelligence, analytical and corporate performance management environments. Over time, organizations will need to rationalize these activities with their MDM initiatives in the operational environment. All MDM initiatives will need to be aligned with the objectives of the organization's EIM program. When addressing MDM issues by subject or domain area (such as customer or product), leverage expertise to expand into other domains. MDM efforts can originate in any function, but, for maximum value, initiatives must be consolidated into a comprehensive EIM program.
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Business Impact: By 2010, 70% of Fortune 1000 organizations will use MDM as a disciplined process to achieve consistency of commonly shared business information for compliance, operational efficiency and competitive differentiation purposes (0.7 probability). Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: IBM; Kalido; Oracle; SAP; Siperian; Tibco Software Recommended Reading: "Mastering Master Data Management" "Vendors Have Different Approaches to Implementing Master Data Management" "How to Choose the Right Architectural Style for Master Data Management"



Business Process Management Suites Analysis By: Janelle Hill; David McCoy Definition: Today's accelerating business cycles are driving managers to manage business transactions more closely — in real time. Managing work activities by using after-the-fact reports is no longer good enough. Pressures for information transparency, operational accountability and compliance now make it critical for managers to stay on top of daily transactions. However, business processes are largely hidden in applications and in employees' heads. A process that is automated in applications is at best implied to the user. Programmers control the process flow via various techniques, such as screen flow (user navigation), internal flow control logic and even data values. Gartner refers to this style of process management as "implicit" process management. In contrast, business process management suites (BPMSs) make processes explicit. Explicit processes are visible, usually via graphical models, and they are independent of the physical resources used in their execution. For years, other forms of explicit process management tools have been used as design aids, as end-user training tools and as part of operations manuals (business process analysis [BPA] tools are a good example). However, a BPMS takes explicit process management to a higher level of value; it makes the model executable. The graphical model is actually metadata that is loosely coupled to its physical runtime resources. At runtime, the model is interpreted and bound to the referenced physical resources. This approach keeps the model synchronized with the actual executing process. Business managers use the BPMS's graphical process model to see and directly monitor and manage all interactions between human, system and information resources and adjust behavior and execution flow in response to changing market dynamics to improve business performance outcomes. In this way, a BPMS addresses the desire of business managers to see and gain hands-on control of their operational processes to better manage work outcomes. Furthermore, a BPMS supports the entire process improvement cycle, from definition to implementation, monitoring and analysis, and through ongoing optimization. As a software infrastructure platform, it enables business and IT professionals to work together more collaboratively on all process design, development, execution and enhancement activities. Gartner first defined BPM products as a general market concept in 2000. BPMSs represent the second generation of pure-play BPM products, as defined by Gartner in 2003, some of which have advanced into this more comprehensive platform. BPMSs support the following process management capabilities (many of these process management needs have also been addressed by stand-alone BPM-enabling technologies):
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Support modeling and analysis of business processes, including all aspects of workflow to be managed (that is, tasks, roles, decisions, approvals, reviews, escalations, collaborations, flows, rules, policies, forms and other business information objects, events, goals, objectives, and scenarios) to identify the best possible design. Support round-trip engineering between the model and its physical implementation, so that changes made to the model are easily reflected in the execution and so that changes to the resources are easily fed back into the model. Coordinate multiple interaction patterns between users participating in the process, systems required to complete the end-to-end process and information content, some of which may be remote to the BPMS. Interaction patterns include human-to-human, system-to-system, human-tosystem, human-to-information content and content interdependencies. Provide participants with access to various forms of business content (both structured and unstructured information) for manipulation and management within the process context. Support user manipulation and management of business rules. Support user and group collaboration in the process context (in real time and offline). Support monitoring, reporting, analysis and notification of work activities and business events, using both data about completed work transactions and in-flight business transaction data (in real time and offline, potentially for predictive analysis). Support process simulation and optimization using real-time, historical and estimated data values. Provide for management of all process components (see the above list) through their life cycle (that is, access control, versioning, descriptive metadata and so on). A BPMS supports these capabilities by pre-integrating various technologies to deliver a single product experience for users. This platform architecture enables users to move quickly and fluidly through the process improvement life cycle — from analysis to design to execution to monitoring to revision — with greater collaboration between business users and IT professionals than ever before. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: BPMSs have been available in the market since 2005 (see "Business Process Management Suites Enhance the Control and Management of Business Processes"). Although a BPMS includes a broad set of capabilities, many of the leading technologies found in these products are quite mature individually, such as the runtime environment, many integration technologies and user interface development tools. At this point in market maturity, the technologies found in a BPMS to deliver these capabilities are very consistent across providers. Today, there are over 100 products that would meet Gartner's technical definition of BPM-enabling technologies (not necessarily BPMS), although the greatest portion of spending is concentrated among approximately 25 providers competing as generalpurpose BPMS providers. Gartner Dataquest forecasts growth in this market from $903 million in 2006 to $2.5 billion by 2011; it is one of the fastest-growing segments in software. Although spending has grown rapidly, only 20% to 30% of deployments address enterprisewide, crossfunctional processes. There are many more narrowly scoped process improvement initiatives that are underutilizing the full power of a BPMS. User Advice: A BPMS is most appropriate for processes that have balanced requirements for the management of people, systems and information and where management of the interactions and interdependencies among all three aspects of work is critical to work outcomes.
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Examine comprehensive BPM suites that support workflow, business rule management, and human and content collaboration to support sales, customer service and other external-facing business processes. Focus on using BPM suites to more effectively manage exception and subsidiary processes, which create a high percentage of the ongoing risks and costs of business transactions. Midsize organizations, or those with less experience with process orientation and process modeling, will find vertical solutions that come with industry-specific process flows and content better suited than horizontal solutions to provide fast deployment and business results. Business Impact: Explicit process management using a BPMS reduces costs and risk, as well as enhances agility in response to business needs. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: Adobe; Appian; Ascentn; BEA Systems-Fuego; EMC Documentum; Fujitsu; Global 360; Graham Technology; IBM; Intalio; Lombardi Software; Metastorm; Pegasystems; Savvion; Singularity; Tibco Software-Staffware; Ultimus; webMethods Recommended Reading: "Business Process Management Suites Enhance the Control and Management of Business Processes" "Selection Criteria Details for Business Process Management Suites, 2006" "Magic Quadrant for Business Process Management Suites, 2006"



At the Peak Open-Source ERP Infrastructure Analysis By: Jeff Woods Definition: This is the use of open-source infrastructure, such as database, middleware or application server, to run an ERP application. This does not refer to the use of an open-source application that provides the business process logic, which is the ERP application. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: There has been a steady momentum to adopt more open-source infrastructure into ERP applications. Although it has not reached mainstream status yet, some enterprises are working with the technology. Some time is needed before mainstream enterprise users are convinced to deploy this technology, but Gartner sees it as a natural progression. Also, some vendors may use open-source components to limit the presence of competing vendors in customer accounts. For example, an ERP vendor might aggressively push mySQL as an alternative to Oracle, IBM or Microsoft because these vendors also compete as application vendors. Not all users accept the notion of open source being a lower-cost delivery model than commercial software; for those users, open source will not be forced on them. Therefore, this is best seen as a dual-path strategy for ERP infrastructure, commercial and open-source flexibility. User Advice: Users should investigate open-source infrastructure for ERP applications, but it is still early. Support and ongoing maintenance issues must be evaluated through the lens of longterm risk management.
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Business Impact: This can reduce license and support costs for ERP infrastructure. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: IBM; MySQL; Red Hat



Employee Performance Management Analysis By: James Holincheck Definition: Employee performance management (EPM) solutions help organizations manage goals and objectives, assess competencies (self-assessment to 360-degree assessment), and create performance appraisals and developmental plans. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The market for EPM solutions has grown quickly, but the majority of companies do not have enterprisewide solutions. Many vendors are growing revenue by more than 70% annually. Also, many organizations are using EPM solutions just to automate the capture of performance reviews. If more focus is not placed on improving performance, then these solutions will drop into the Trough of Disillusionment. User Advice: EPM solutions have value, but have greater value when EPM is integrated with other talent management applications. Look to implement EPM solutions as an enabler to a broader talent management strategy. Business Impact: Most organizations have paper forms or use a word processor to record performance appraisals. Therefore, many companies want EPM solutions to better automate the appraisal process. More importantly, the opportunity exists to use EPM more strategically. EPM solutions are typically used to help align corporate goals with individual goals. In addition, many companies use EPM to drive development planning through competency gap analysis. We find that organizations look to integrate EPM with other talent management applications. For example, EPM solutions are used in conjunction with compensation management solutions to enable pay for performance. In addition, EPM solutions are integrated with succession management to improve identification of high-performance/high-potential workers. Moreover, EPM solutions can close the loop with other applications, such as e-learning and e-recruitment, to better understand the effectiveness of training and quality of hire. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: Five percent to 20 percent of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: Authoria; Cezanne Software; Cornerstone OnDemand; Halogen Software; Kenexa; Pilat HR Solutions; Plateau; Saba; Salary.com; SilkRoad Technology; Softscape; StepStone; SuccessFactors; SumTotal Recommended Reading: "MarketScope for Employee Performance Management Software, 2007"



Supplier Relationship Management Suites Analysis By: Debbie Wilson
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Definition: Supplier relationship management (SRM) suites are procurement application suites used to create, execute and enforce commercially beneficial agreements with suppliers of goods and services. A complete solution suite spans all tactical procurement processes — eprocurement of simple and complex spending categories, inventory replenishment, e-invoicing, PCard management, RFQ and business process hub management — as well as strategic procurement processes — request for information (RFI), RFP, supplier qualification management, spending analysis, contract management, catalog management and supplier performance management. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: A number of vendors with procurement-related applications have been attempting to build out a full suite of interoperable solutions, seeking to provide "one-stop shopping" for customers. These vendors typically emphasize built-in integration among the various modules as a primary benefit of the suite approach, and they are adding to their product lines through partnerships, internal development and acquisitions. The resulting suites have had varying degrees of functionality and completeness in terms of the individual applications. Although suite vendors will likely continue to improve the consistency of their procurement solution sets, no single vendor will provide a complete suite of "good enough" functionality across the entire spectrum of procurement business processes, for numerous reasons: The tasks that procurement applications enable do not constitute a holistic set of tightly coupled processes; therefore, there is no business case for integration. For example, e-sourcing can be implemented as a stand-alone application because the amount of event-generated data that other applications consume (such as, the winning vendor and the negotiated prices) is small enough that hand-loading or a simple import into the downstream e-procurement or inventory replenishment application is sufficient. Some solutions in the suite are technology-intensive and are consumed as applications by the customer, while other solutions in the suite are supplier- and service-centric offerings that require significant levels of ongoing service to maintain. For example, the onboarding and management of suppliers for a business process network is a labor-intensive task that most organizations prefer to outsource. The business modes required to deliver an installed application that the customer maintains is different from the business that delivers ongoing services. Few vendors have successfully delivered both. Many procurement tasks involve unstructured processes that leverage unstructured data. For example, the RFI process varies considerably from project to project, and the documents and information that this process generates also vary considerably from project to project. At the other extreme, some procurement tasks are structured in terms of the process steps and the data involved, such as inventory replenishment. The architecture required to support these two types of solutions is very different, and most vendors specialize in one or the other. This combination of inhibitors will indefinitely stall vendors' efforts to create a full suite of procurement solutions that can offer "good enough" functionality across the entire solution set. The market will continue to remain segmented, with ERP companies leading in terms of enabling structured, transaction-oriented processes (such as simple e-procurement, inventory replenishment, RFQ and supplier performance management); business process hubs dominating supplier-community-management-oriented processes (for example, e-invoicing, catalog management and business process hub management); and best-of-breed vendors maintaining their roles as enabling unstructured procurement processes (such as complex category eprocurement, RFI, RFP and supplier qualification management) and contract management applications, because the scope of these tools extends into sales and legal organizations.
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User Advice: Find the leading vendors for specific business process requirements, rather than expecting an SRM suite to address your business needs. Do not disqualify a vendor for procurement applications because it markets its solutions as a suite. Instead, deploy just the dominant, successful modules of the vendor's SRM suite as identified through research and references. Implement SRM suite applications with few or no references only if you are willing to serve as a de facto beta site for the suite vendor and you recognize that you may be stretching the vendor outside its area of expertise. Business Impact: SRM suites will not adequately address the complete set of procurement processes and will, therefore, not dominate the market. Benefit Rating: Low Market Penetration: Less than 1 percent of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: Ariba; BasWare; Global eProcure; Ketera Technologies; Oracle; Perfect Commerce; SAP



Financial Import and Export Management Analysis By: Robert Goodwin; Dwight Klappich Definition: Financial import and export management addresses the financial management (such as letters of credit, integration with trade banks and freight settlement) aspects of global trade management. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Financial import and export management remains underautomated, with some narrowly focused applications such as letter of credit. Applications that support this function more holistically are nascent and immature. User Advice: View investments in this area as interim solutions. As applications become more holistic and mature, lean toward SaaS or on-demand alternatives for near-term investments. Longer term, compare the cost benefits of on-premises licensed software with that of SaaS. Business Impact: Financial transactions are intrinsic to global trade, yet processes remain highly manual and prone to mistakes and problems, which can increase costs and negatively affect trade performance. Early solutions focused exclusively on reducing administrative costs; emerging solutions will enhance overall trade-finance activities. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: Bolero International (bolero.net); TradeBeam; Vastera (Morgan Stanley)



Business Activity Monitoring Analysis By: Bill Gassman Definition: Business activity monitoring (BAM) describes the processes and technologies that provide event-driven, real-time access to and analysis of critical business performance indicators.
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BAM is used to improve the speed and effectiveness of business operations by raising awareness about issues as soon as they can be detected. BAM applications issue alerts about a business opportunity or problem and, in most cases, drive a dashboard with metrics, historical information, an event log and drill-down features to help the business operations staff process them. The processing logic of a BAM system may use simple stream or complex event processing . Position and Adoption Speed Justification: BAM has crossed over the hump of the Hype Cycle, and although growth in the market is steady, marketing will be done with less fanfare than before. There is no single BAM market. The hype is distributed across multiple areas, which makes it appear less exciting than it really is. Looking across all avenues of deployment, there are signs that there will be more deployments of BAM applications this year than last. Application vendors, including those selling SaaS, are building real-time metrics into their products. Business process management vendors continue to partner with BAM vendors or build process-monitoring features, a form of BAM, into their products. Enterprise service bus vendors continue to enhance and promote BAM. Business intelligence (BI) vendors are waking up to the topic. For example, in January 2007, Cognos acquired Celequest, one of the pure-play BAM vendors. The remaining pure-play vendors are growing, although most business is going to multifaceted vendors. There is awareness of BAM in the IT community, but business users need to drive the projects and many are still unaware of the possibilities or value of BAM. In addition, there is terminology confusion. Other marketing terms, such as operational BI and real-time BI, are blending with the perception of what BAM offers. The vendors building complex event-processing engines are enjoying market growth and will likely add dashboards and human-alerting features, overlapping with and becoming part of the BAM market. In addition, we are seeing enterprises build BAM applications out of BI tools and other piece parts. We believe that three to five years is a realistic, although perhaps a bit optimistic, expectation for the market to reach the plateau, which is defined as more than 20% adoption by the target market. User Advice: Begin adoption now to gain experience. Start with simple projects, or expand the use of BAM if early projects have been successful. Allow time for resources to learn to trust the system and to take action based on real-time alerts. Match current and future system performance requirements with product capacity. Depending on specific industry or process needs, look for BAM products that include specialized knowledge, such as supply chain, check clearing, compliance monitoring or fraud detection. Promote success and share best practices with other groups in the enterprise. Products will come and go, but it takes time to build a culture that can understand how to use real-time alerts and information in its processes. Business Impact: BAM provides real-time situational awareness and detects anomalies in the processes of supply chain operations, event-based marketing, business-to-business value-added networks, compliance activities and orchestrated business processes. Anywhere an enterprise has a time-sensitive business process, automated or manual, it can deploy BAM to better understand, monitor and generate alerts when problems or opportunities arise. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: Five percent to 20 percent of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: Cognos; Information Builders; Microsoft; Oracle; Progress Software/Apama; SeeBeyond; SeeWhy; Software AG; Syndera; Systar SA; Tibco Software Recommended Reading: "MarketScope for Business Activity Monitoring Platforms, 3Q06" "Selection Requirements for Business Activity Monitoring Tools"
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Field Service Optimization Analysis By: Michael Maoz Definition: This is the ability to optimize the dispatch of complex teams of field service technicians through software algorithms that incorporate technician skills, service-level agreements, severity, real-time travel conditions, parts availability and business rules. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The technologies exist, yet the software supplier landscape has been unstable, and many of the applications have not been natively written in Web-based service-oriented architectures. User Advice: Unless you have a large and complex team of field service technicians (which could mean 50 technicians in a single city or 5,000 technicians across a region handling a continuously variable number and variety of calls for service), you are likely better served by the dispatch and planning capabilities that come built into most field service management applications. If you meet the criteria of large and complex teams, then you need to evaluate this application. Business Impact: Field service optimization addresses the business need to reduce the number of dispatchers who are dispatching field service technicians, the number of technicians needed to optimize their routes, reduce spare-parts inventories, and free up technician time to enable them to better interact with customers. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: 360 Technologies; ClickSoftware; Ventyx; ViryaNet



Sliding Into the Trough Enterprise Contract Management Analysis By: Debbie Wilson Definition: Organizations of all sizes and types enter into contractual legal agreements that are complex enough to require a formal contract to document the terms, conditions and obligations of the participating parties. These contracts span purchase agreements, outsource arrangements, sales agreements, lease agreements, licensing agreements and employee agreements. Problems arise from the ad hoc processes surrounding the contract, including inconsistent language across the organization and lost documents when archiving is paper-based or in a simple document management system. In addition, enterprises can incur significant liabilities if contract obligations are not adequately tracked or when contracts automatically renew, without negotiation, because nobody realized the expiration date had come and gone. Enterprise contract management systems help organizations address these issues by enabling standardized clause language, by providing fully searchable, centralized contract repositories and by establishing an alert system so that the resulting agreements can be proactively managed. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: In 2000 through 2003, the enterprise contract management market was very hyped as a result of the lure of a process that virtually every organization employs in some manner. Early tools touted the ability to enable the "full life cycle" of the contract, including agreement authoring and subsequent compliance management. Early customers, however, used these tools primarily as a searchable, alertable database of
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agreements. The few that attempted to leverage authoring capabilities such as track changes and supplier collaboration were disappointed because these features proved more difficult to build out than first imagined. One that was especially difficult was integration of Microsoft Word, a necessary feature for most customers attempting authoring because Word is a de facto standard for document creation in many companies. In addition, many industry players envisioned the contract management solution as an application that is best consumed as a specialized tool for particular types of contracts, such as buy-side, sell-side, or intellectual property agreements. The architectural components required for contract management solutions of any type of agreement are similar. Therefore, we see the organically spreading use of contract management tools from the initial department to other departments and, following this trend, a gradual reorientation of contract management vendors toward generalpurpose tools. User Advice: Use available solutions for what they can do and avoid customization. Look to achieve rapid return on investment from those features that have proved to be useful, including metadata tagging, full-text search and e-mail alerting. For other functionality, consider only those advanced vendors that have worked out the bugs and filled the functional gaps. The difficulty of introducing an application to new user communities, such as lawyers and commercial contract managers, should not be underestimated. Contract management implementations are change management programs first and technology implementations second. Since most available solutions feature greater functionality for their initial target group, such as sales, choose solutions that favor the department that has the most complex requirements in your organization. Business Impact: This software enables organizations to centralize all legal agreements in a single repository, comply with regulations and provide early alerts to users for milestones. The effect of this functionality is significant because contracts typically document an organization's most significant obligations. A lack of awareness of pending milestones and renewals can be costly. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: Ariba; Contiki; Emptoris; Nextance; Oracle; Procuri; SAP; Selectica (Determine Software); Symfact; Upside Software



ERP/Packaged Application Outsourcing Analysis By: Lorrie Scardino; Dane Anderson; Frances Karamouzis Definition: ERP/packaged application outsourcing (AO) is a subset of Gartner's application outsourcing definition: "a multiyear contract/relationship involving the purchase of ongoing application services from an external service provider." The provider supplies the people, processes, tools and methodologies for managing, enhancing, maintaining and supporting custom and packaged software applications, including hosted applications. The ongoing management and maintenance of ERP/packaged applications is core to, and differentiates it from, project work or staff augmentation. Therefore, ERP/packaged AO will always include application management/maintenance, but may also include consulting, development and integration, help desk and other application-related services.
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ERP/packaged AO is the range of services required to manage and maintain off-the-shelf applications that are used to support an organization's business needs. The range of services is broad, and many organizations contract for end-to-end management and maintenance services, while many others choose to outsource a subset of these services. ERP suites (for example, Oracle and SAP) are the most common of the packages targeted for AO; however, packaged applications also include many niche, industry-focused or process-focused application packages. ERP/packaged AO relationships typically begin with routine management and maintenance services for production systems. These AO relationships often evolve to include upgrades, minor enhancements and even-broader initiatives that improve the performance of the package to make it more responsive to business needs or to reduce application complexity and cost. Such initiatives generally focus on product consolidation and process standardization, especially when organizations have used a siloed approach for selecting and implementing packaged applications. The services delivered in this category often call on the provider's expertise in process design, change management, application design, development and implementation, as well as IT strategy, planning and architecture. Although some ERP/packaged software is delivered as a utility, also called SaaS, this particular profile is focused on services for the management and maintenance of enterpriseowned/operated ERP/packaged business applications. Custom AO is tracked separately on the Hype Cycle for IT Outsourcing, to provide clients with a view of the relative position difference between custom AO and ERP/packaged AO. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Several critical factors affect the speed and the complexity of ERP/packaged AO services on the Hype Cycle. For many organizations, the adoption of ERP/packaged software requires a heavy investment of capital and resource commitments for many years as they implement these products. If the organization needs to customize these software products, it must make larger investments, near and long term. The decisions with regard to making additional modifications to custom applications gives rise to the debate about the value of custom vs. standard. This has been a longstanding issue and continues to plague organizations that struggle with standardizing key business processes or modifying the software, thereby increasing complexity, risk and the overall cost of applications maintenance and management. More recently, a significant number of technology triggers have been introduced by many of the platform providers, forcing clients to wade through the hype vs. the reality of composite applications and changes to the middleware layers that lay the foundation for packaged applications. All the new technology choices, combined with annual announcements of packaged software versions that are no longer supported, forcing compulsory upgrades or reinstallations, has created a great deal of uncertainty among clients as to the longevity, sustainability and overall cost structure of their current environment. It has also sparked lots of analysis of how to architect the overall applications portfolio through the next evolutionary shift of technology options. This is further complicated by the myriad options for ERP/packaged AO, including the use of offshore providers, application utility models, global deliver, "follow the sun" support, SaaS and bundling the management of the application with other IT services within infrastructure (for example, hosting) and business processes outsourcing. As organizations embark on incrementally advancing their packaged application or focusing on wholesale changes through newly architected package environments, the application technology choices and business processes become intertwined. The application becomes part of the business process, so organizations cannot simply make a (process) change and expect the application to support it. In addition, there are also many organizations that are faced with a number of issues with regard to globalization. There is an increasing need for organizations to operate in a more-holistic fashion on a global basis, giving rise to the need for standardized processes (and technology synchronization) across multiple geographic locations.
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In the 2006 IT Outsourcing Hype Cycle, we profiled globally delivered ERP/packaged AO (prePeak of Inflated Expectations) separately from traditionally delivered ERP/packaged AO (postPeak of Inflated Expectations). Today, however, global delivery requirements have become so integral to organizations' ERP/packaged AO sourcing plans that a single profile, combining traditional and globally delivered AO, is warranted. By combining the two delivery models, we have placed the service at the midpoint between the Peak of Inflated Expectations and the Trough of Disillusionment. With the combination of business imperatives, globalization demands, compulsory requirements from platform providers and evolving delivery options, ERP/packaged AO will be in a state of flux for some time and will move through the Hype Cycle in a protracted manner. User Advice: AO done for tactical reasons, most notably, to cut or avoid cost, will increasingly fail to satisfy organizations. We call this trend the "satisfaction gap." Attempts to force AO for tactical reasons should be avoided, and, in the new ecosystem of technology and delivery choices, mistakes are increasingly unforgiving. It is now a sourcing imperative for organizations to continuously examine their AO sourcing options as a normal course of business under the guidance of the organization's sourcing strategy. Therefore, it behooves application and sourcing managers to be proactive and thorough, so that decisions and risk mitigation plans are developed through an informed analysis. Always involve business users of the applications in the sourcing strategy and define their roles in sourcing governance. Ensure that IT does not make initial or ongoing decisions that have business impact outside the purview and influence of the business. Organizations that approach AO as a technology service decision are setting the stage for downstream problems with business users. Before outsourcing any applications, organizations must analyze their portfolio of ERP/packaged applications to determine the risks and opportunities associated with the transfer of responsibility to a third party. If the ERP/packaged applications are intricately connected to business processes, provider evaluation must properly weigh process and industry vertical expertise. A major consideration with ERP/packaged AO is the level of customization. The higher the levels of customization, the more expensive and complex the ongoing maintenance and management will be. When setting a long-term strategy for maintaining, supporting and possibly outsourcing your ERP/packaged applications, compare and contrast the expected benefits and drawbacks of customized vs. noncustomized ERP/packaged applications. Most organizations do not fully quantify the high costs associated with customization. In ERP/packaged AO, provider selection requires a more-rigorous process based on many more variables, including provider relationship with product manufacturer, location of resources, location of the technology, worldwide compliance issues, governance, quality of training, knowledge of release plans, vertical and industry expertise, technology and architectural considerations that may affect plans, embedded processes in the application (and vice versa) and an understanding about the core business requirements that the application supports. Business Impact: Most organizations will achieve moderate near-term benefits when outsourcing ERP/packaged applications, seen through cost reductions, decreased labor costs and possibly the reduction of internal responsibilities. These benefits and process improvements may occur relatively quickly. The benefit has a potentially higher impact in the long term if the organization and provider adapt the relationship to meet business wants and needs as they unfold. If the outsourced relationship is flexible and able to adapt as business realities change, then there is much greater potential for significant business impact. Benefit Rating: Moderate
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Market Penetration: Five percent to 20 percent of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: Accenture; Atos Origin; Capgemini; CGI; Ciber; Cognizant Technology Solutions; CSC; EDS; HCL Technologies; Hexaware Technologies; HP; IBM Global Services; Infosys Technologies; Intelligroup; Larsen &Toubro Infotech; Patni; Satyam Computer Services; Tata Consultancy Services; Wipro Technologies Recommended Reading: "Learn the Differences Between Three External Application-Sourcing Options" "Use This Five-Step Process to Analyze Applications Before Deciding to Outsource" "Gartner on Outsourcing, 2006-2007" "Outsourcing More but Enjoying It Less: What's the Real Problem?" "Ten Ways to Control Conflict in Application Outsourcing"



Advanced Web Services Analysis By: Daniel Sholler; Yefim Natis Definition: Advanced Web services are Web services (remotely accessible software interfaces) that not only use the basic Web services specifications of Web Services Description Language (WSDL), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) or Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI), but also deploy additional Web services specifications and protocols to deliver some or all enterprise-class quality of service to the Web-services-based applications. These advanced Web services standards and specifications include the standards for security, transactional integrity, business process management, event notification and many others. Some of the advanced Web services standards are well-established — such as Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) and WS-Security — whereas most others are still in development. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Advanced Web services standards develop slowly and are slow to generate unity among competing vendors. The security standards have been defined and completed, but have limited adoption. The BPEL standard is perhaps the most successful of the advanced Web services components, but it is only a small part of the entire objective: to support the enterprise's quality of service for distributed Web services applications. Most enterprises' use of Web services for mission-critical systems continues to draw other enterprises to proprietary technologies and short-term solutions. Some of the quality-of-service issues, such as transactional integrity, require a fundamental rethinking of the requirements — still in its early stages. The entire premise of comparable levels of quality of service on the Web and inside the enterprise's firewall is unrealistic, but most users continue to expect gradually increasing scalability, integrity and availability from their Web services infrastructures. In this context, the reality turns out to be increasingly disappointing. As the real standards, with their benefits and limitations, are adopted and better understood, users will emerge from the Trough of Disillusionment into realistic productivity with advanced Web services deployments. User Advice: Web services technology was designed for simple, low-cost and ubiquitous access to server-side application software from requesting points on the Web. This context is much different from the well-controlled software infrastructure inside the enterprise's walls. Users should not anticipate the same levels of quality of service in both contexts. In fact, users are strongly advised to combine the enterprise-class platform technology as the back-end, and the Publication Date: 5 October 2007/ID Number: G00149810 © 2007 Gartner, Inc. and/or its Affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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advanced Web services environment and the worldwide front-end in their large-scale IT architecture planning. Business Impact: There will be incremental improvements to basic Web services, adding some extended functions and manageability of Web-based enterprise applications. Minimal impact will be seen on basic Web-based information distribution. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Five percent to 20 percent of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors:



Business Process Management Analysis By: Joanne Galimi Definition: BPM is the newest process management theory. Like past process management theories, it recommends that organizations shift to process-centric thinking and reduce their reliance on traditional function and product-centric organizational structures. Also like past theories, the goal of BPM is to increase operational performance. However, BPM recognizes that process efficiency, the primary process performance metric of the Industrial Age, is no longer sufficient to compete in today’s globally connected business environment. Therefore, in addition to increasing operational performance, a primary goal of BPM disciplines is to increase process agility (or responsiveness). Unlike past process management theories, process agility is the new and primary process performance metric. Furthermore, BPM disciplines increase process transparency (visibility), effectiveness and agility. Such processes are more likely to be perceived as innovative by internal workers and customers. BPM treats business processes as assets whose value can be optimized, increasingly in real time, by monitoring all interactions between human, system and information resources and adjusting behavior and execution flow to capitalize on dynamic market events and improve business performance outcomes. It applies structured methods, policies, metrics, management practices and software tools to monitor, manage and iteratively optimize an organization's operational business processes. For business agility, operational processes must become more adjustable, with business managers and workers able to adjust work in progress (WIP). For this reason, many of its disciplines are technology-enabled, including process discovery, modeling, analysis, event monitoring and correlation, simulation, optimization, and real-time adjustment. BPM success also depends on people-centric skills such as team building, collaboration, consensus building, employee empowerment and process domain expertise. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The mandate to deliver more-compelling value to internal and external stakeholders, as well as adapt to opportunities and challenges faster than competitors, is driving BPM for healthcare insurers. Healthcare insurers are currently adopting BPM as tactical initiatives for automating workflow; however, this approach will grow into an enterprisewide cross-functional transformation for small, midsize and large healthcare insurers. User Advice: Although BPM is supported by technological tools, it primarily involves understanding and strategically leveraging the interrelationships and dependencies between people and functional areas (for example, customer service, claims and enrollment). Senior executives must first prepare the organization with strong leadership, an effective governance structure and an enterprisewide culture dedicated to execution of BPM. The next step is to
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analyze the fragmented vendor market. Healthcare insurers must be aware of the limitations of the technology choices, because some solutions require extensive customization for automating business processes; a few offer pre-built business process templates, while others may focus on automating processes related only to content/documents. Business Impact: BPM, with its compelling value proposition to automate and optimize business processes across the enterprise, promises to significantly affect corporate effectiveness. Improving performance in business processes, particularly by taking an end-to-end process view rather than a functional view, can have a dramatic impact on operational efficiencies. While many healthcare insurers learn about the benefits of BPM through tactical deployments, they lack the experience of enterprisewide, cross-functional implementations. BPM success requires rigor and investment in a BPM framework. A framework should include: 1) agreed-on goals and objectives, 2) organizational disciplines, 3) human capital, 4) governance processes and standards, 5) methods and templates, and 6) tools and technologies. Investment in these six areas directly influences success rates at transforming the organization and its management practices. Healthcare insurers that continue to approach BPM haphazardly — relying on "learn as they go" — may experience some narrow, project success; however, they will not be able to sustain continuous, iterative improvement nor scale up their efforts to broader, more impactful processes. In contrast, those healthcare insurers that aggressively adopt BPM disciplines during 2007 and invest in formal programs to advance their process maturity — including finding skilled business process improvement (BPI) leaders; aligning roles and responsibilities appropriately across business, IT, architecture teams and centers of excellence (COEs); formalizing process governance; and driving cultural and organizational change — will widen the distance between themselves and the competition, doubling their chances of becoming industry leaders by 2010. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: Five percent to 20 percent of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: DST Systems; Hyland Software; Image Process Design (IPD); Pegasystems; Softheon; Sun; SunGard Workflow Solutions; Vitria Technology Recommended Reading: "A Lack of Leadership, Culture, Skills and Governance Structures Are Hindering BPM Success for Healthcare Insurers"



Service-Oriented Business Applications Analysis By: Charles Abrams Definition: SOBAs are delivered as composable services. The technological base is Web services, such as SOAP, Web Services Description Language and Web Services Business Process Execution Language, or non-standardized XML-based approaches, such as plain old XML. SOBAs are meant to be deployed on a wide range of emerging platforms and architectures, such as service-oriented architectures, event-driven architectures, business process platforms and Web-oriented architectures. SOBAs can be modifications of legacy applications through service interfaces, newly developed applications, modular suites or composite applications. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: SOBAs have made an enormous impact since their inception five years ago because of the stated commitment of industry giants, such as Oracle and SAP, to the concept. However, they still need time to gain additional industry visibility
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as the full benefit of SOBAs and their corollary definition, software as a service, take hold by Type B and Type C enterprises. User Advice: Enterprises should consider adoption of SOBAs within the next 24 months. Adoption of SOBAs will occur by default if enterprises use SAP or Oracle family applications, because these two megavendors will have SOBA capabilities inherent in the majority of their applications. In addition, technology providers not traditionally associated with direct marketing of business applications, most notably IBM, will release offerings in the SOBA space for specific horizontal and vertical domain support though 2010 and beyond. Business Impact: SOBAs enable business process integration of previously "silo resident" applications, such as those in CRM, supply chain management and ERP. SOBAs help enterprises reach conventional business goals by using service interfaces for internal and external integration and interoperation. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: Five percent to 20 percent of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: IBM; Microsoft; Oracle; SAP Recommended Reading: "Service-Oriented Business Applications Require EIM Strategy" 124926



Finance GRC Management Analysis By: Thomas Eid; French Caldwell Definition: Finance governance, risk and compliance (GRC) management provides for the management and operational support of compliance with corporate governance regulations and standards, including the capabilities for improving the governance and risk management associated with financial processes. Finance GRC management solutions support the management, workflow, testing, remediation, documentation and reporting associated with financial controls, which are required by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) and other similar regulations. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Five years after the passage of SOX, organizations are implementing more-structured responses, and vendors are providing morecomprehensive offerings. What was initially treated as an initial tactical project is evolving into a more-comprehensive process approach, expanding beyond SOX-based remediation, in support of other country-specific (such as Canada's Bill 198, Euro-SOX and Japan's J-SOX) and/or vertical market regulations (such as Office of Management and Budget Circular A-123 for U.S. federal government agencies). Finance GRC management applications have evolved to include the ability to do risk assessments against specific governance objectives as well, and most vendors also offer an operational risk management capability. User Advice: Ignore the hype associated with the GRC term, and realize that finance GRC management is not a quantum leap in technology, but a new, and potentially more appropriate, way of describing emerging technologies to address broader reporting, management and tracking issues associated with risk management, compliance and the policy management aspects of governance. Over time, both finance and IT GRC management applications should evolve into platform-based solutions that allow for the integration of applications and tools for controls automation as well as the integration of the management of GRC activities across multiple areas of interest, including finance, IT governance, enterprise and operational risk management, and
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across multiple regulatory issues (ranging from SOX, to trade compliance, to environmental, to health and safety, and so forth). However, that level of integration currently is largely aspirational, and finance GRC management applications are focused primarily on the documentation and reporting of compliance with SOX and similar regulations. To break down the complexity of mutibusiness unit responses to multiple regulations and lower costs, IT must work closely with the CFO and finance team, and other business units, to ensure that IT GRC management efforts complement other GRC activities. A key consideration for potential buyers is the new interest of major platform vendors in this market. SAP and Oracle both have new platform-based finance GRC management offerings, and Microsoft is expected to provide a GRC platform soon. Stepped-up activities by these three competitors could overshadow the smaller pure-play vendors that have dominated finance GRC management. Platform-based integration of multiple GRC activities in finance, IT and other organizations could allow more-complete integration of GRC activities with operational processes and certainly with the business applications that enable those processes. A limited convergence with corporate performance management (CPM) is also enabled through a platform-based approach, and new financial governance offerings from the large platform vendors will include both GRC management and CPM capabilities. Business Impact: Finance GRC management is one of the first solutions that organizations look to when automating compliance with SOX and similar laws. It automates workflow and reporting around internal controls, with particular focus on controls for financial reporting and disclosure, and it provides senior managers with insight into internal control status and corrective actions. Most organizations transition to finance GRC management from spreadsheets, which get unwieldy in large organizations and completely untenable when trying to manage a multiregulatory compliance effort. With risk-assessment features, finance GRC management also enables a risk-based approach to compliance, thus allowing managers to focus their efforts on control objectives at highest risk. Dashboarding and alerting features enable earlier responses to potential problems. Most vendors offer modules for multiregulatory compliance and operational risk management, enabling a holistic approach to GRC activities. For organizations that are focused on reducing the cost of compliance by rationalizing the control objectives of financial regulations with other regulations and policies across multiple business units, finance GRC management is a critical application in that it enables the alignment of multiple rules and policies against common sets of control objectives and controls. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Twenty percent to 50 percent of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: 80-20 Software; Achiever Business Solutions; Axentis; BWise; Compliance 360; Cura; DoubleCheck; OpenPages; Oracle; Paisley Consulting; Protiviti; Qumas; RuleBurst; SAP Recommended Reading: "Finance and Audit GRC Software Market Is Expanding" "Magic Quadrant for Finance Governance, Risk and Compliance Management Software, 2007"



Single-Instance ERP Analysis By: Yvonne Genovese; Nigel Rayner
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Definition: Single-instance ERP is achieved when a single instance of an ERP application suite can run all operating companies on a common process template, a single release of the application and a single copy of the application's database, using a consolidated technical infrastructure. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Organizations have sought single-instance ERP since ERP became a concept. Many users wrestle with the complexities of a heterogeneous application environment across multiple domains or divisions in their enterprises. Consolidating these systems into a common process template with a single database and technical infrastructure across many divisions and domains can reduce costs and improve a company's ability to work with customers, suppliers and business partners. Although some vendors (such as Oracle) have long espoused the single-instance vision, it has been difficult to achieve, and most projects aimed at achieving single-instance have resulted in fewer instances (rather than one) or a single instance of the data. Single-instance ERP is challenging because most ERP suites lack comprehensive functionality in all areas of ERP to support complex, multinational organizations. And, even when they do, the political and cultural issues surrounding such a large project make it a high-risk strategy, and many senior executives have been scared off by ERP "horror stories." Although some organizations have standardized much of their finance, HR, manufacturing and enterprise application management operations around a single vendor strategy, examples of true single-instance ERP are rare. Most organizations that call themselves single-instance operations continue to use other ERP systems in some parts of the organization (such as small subsidiaries), or augment some of the ERP processes with specialist applications. For example, it's still common to "front end" SAP or Oracle procure-to-pay processes with specialist eprocurement solutions (such as Ariba) to overcome a perceived lack of user-friendliness in the ERP systems. Consequently, many single-instance projects have focused on the administrative functions (primarily finance and HR), because the functionality of some ERP suites in these areas is mature and comprehensive. These functions also offer significant cost-saving potential, especially if implemented at the same time as shared services. This situation is evolving, as more-recent releases of ERP suites will increasingly address some of the problems that were encountered in the past. In addition, the skills in the service provider community are growing as they develop methodologies to support single-instance projects and build a track record of success. User Advice: Adopting a single-instance, single-vendor ERP strategy is not a task to be undertaken lightly, because it can create operational disruptions and often involves replacing systems that are favored by users. In addition, the consolidation of multiple ERP systems from different vendors into a single instance is likely to span at least three years, and could take as long as five to seven years in more-complex organizations. Hence, organizations should assess their situations closely and not rush into a single-instance project based on the perceived success of others. Even if the business case appears to support the deployment of a single-instance ERP solution, there may be significant obstacles to overcome; there are likely to be significant cultural and technical challenges to such a major change. Executive sponsorship is vital, and most successful single-instance ERP initiatives are board-level strategic projects. Single-instance ERP initiatives are likely to fail if they are driven "bottom up" by IT. Organizations should clearly define the processes that are encompassed by a single-instance ERP system. In most cases, a single-instance ERP system is likely to focus on administrative, common manufacturing and operational functions. These functions must be clearly delineated to prevent
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business unit and departmental purchasing of point solutions that will compromise global business processes. Business Impact: A single-instance ERP strategy can drive cost reductions in such areas as integration, interfaces, training, support and hardware. In addition, potential benefits may be found in process improvements through better data consistency and improved visibility of information. Single-instance ERP can also offer compliance benefits, because moving to standardized global processes greatly simplifies compliance with regulations, such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and also reduces compliance audit costs. Implementation of single-instance ERP is often linked to the deployment of shared services for administrative functions, such as finance and HR, which can further reduce operating costs. Case studies have shown typical reductions of between 25% and 35% in the cost of the finance function through the implementation of shared services with an underlying single-instance ERP system. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: One percent to 5 percent of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: Recommended Reading: "When to Consider a Single-Instance ERP Strategy" "Oracle's Financial Systems Consolidation Reduces Costs and Improves Governance" "Colt's Shared Service Implementation Rationalizes Disparate Finance Systems and Processes"



Finance Transformation Analysis By: Christine Adams; Jacqueline Heng Definition: Finance transformation services (also marketed as finance performance management and chief financial officer services) consist of consulting, development, integration and application services that revolutionize the way an organization manages its finance function and its associated processes, internal controls and financial reporting. Finance transformation may also include CPM and the services to integrate CPM suites with financial management processes. Unlike incremental performance improvement, which focuses on enhancing select established processes to increase efficiency and cost-effectiveness, finance transformation is a huge change that reinvents the set of processes and activities associated with the finance function. Organizations that pursue finance transformation do so with the expectation that the resulting change will dramatically improve their competitiveness through reduced costs and moreefficient/effective financial management, including major improvements in shifting the finance paradigm from traditional transaction processor to relied-upon business partner. Finance transformation also provides a sound platform for future expansion and growth, as organizations with ineffective finance functions and systems often find these impede merger and acquisition activity. Given the magnitude of the change and its expected result, finance transformation services must be delivered as a coherent, integrated, methodology-driven bundle of services and technologies that include: Intimate process knowledge of finance as a function — Financial management, governance and reporting (including relevant regulatory compliance) should be core service competencies for any provider offering finance transformation services. Publication Date: 5 October 2007/ID Number: G00149810 © 2007 Gartner, Inc. and/or its Affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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Deep business consulting capability in performance improvement, change management and organizational design — In a given transformational project, additional consulting specialties, such as compensation and rewards, might be needed as well. IT consulting, design, development and integration capability, including in-depth experience with enterprise systems and large-scale integration and implementation projects — This package implementation capability may be delivered through a technology or integrator partner if the provider in question does not offer these services, as is the case with some of the global accounting and professional services firms. The ability to advise on sourcing strategies and options — Outsourcing is neither a prerequisite nor a synonym for transformation. However, any transformational effort will likely require the review of various internal and external options to deliver services, including outsourcing, offshoring and shared services. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Finance transformation continues to gain momentum as a legitimate offering for companies seeking to reinvent their finance function. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act and the intense focus on the quality, reliability and transparency of financial information and related internal controls it engendered jump-started interest. Regulatory compliance has not, however, emerged to be the single driving force behind finance transformation. Interestingly, finance professionals considering or pursuing finance transformation in their organizations appear to be motivated by the same types of concerns that their IT counterparts have voiced for years: Need to be more tightly aligned with the business and become a value-added business partner. Need to be more strategic. Despite many years and millions of dollars spent investing in ERP systems, most finance functions still spend too much of their time processing routine transactions. Surveys indicate that, on average, the amount of time finance departments spent on routine transaction processing fell from 65% in 1999 to 50% in 2003, but since then, this figure has not fallen significantly (see "CFO Finance System Priorities Through 2009"). Finance functions need help in achieving further time reductions by wringing more gains from their investments in ERP and current-generation financial applications. Need to improve the quality, reliability and timeliness of information. Restatements (revisions of financial reports) have been steadily increasing since Sarbanes-Oxley was enacted. In 2005, a Glass, Lewis & Co. study pegged the number of restatements by publicly traded companies at 1,295, nearly double the previous year's number. Need to reassess and reinvest in resources. The finance department, as with other internal business departments, has been under pressure to reduce costs and increase efficiency — often at the expense of needed attention to skill development, strategic resourcing and career planning. With skilled finance and accounting professionals in increasingly short supply, the inability to stop "brain drain" and plan for future needs could significantly diminish a company's competitiveness. While these concerns are high-level, they are far more specific than the generic "need to change" that characterized early interest in transformation. The increased specificity enables better outcome definition and capability/competency requirements for finance transformation than we noted in the 2006 Hype Cycle. Gartner is seeing some of the early adopter projects reach substantial completion, which also provides experience-based context for what outcomes might look like. Because of this combination of factors, we believe that finance transformation continues to move along the Hype Cycle. The offering is still in the early-adopter phase, however, and uptake is necessarily incremental as few companies have the appetite for true transformational change.
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We note some desired outcomes: Technology — Simplified and standardized systems underpinning financial reporting and related internal controls. New or better use of analytic and monitoring tools. Organizational — A redesigned organizational structure, including new or revised roles, responsibilities and performance measures. Outsourcing or shared services may be an integral part of the new organizational model. Human capital — Identification of key skill and resource gaps, as well as revamped recruiting, retention and development policies. Operational — Significant reduction in time to close. Increased availability of real-time performance data. Significant reduction in restatements. More time spent analyzing information and advising on strategy. User Advice: Buyers considering taking on a finance transformation endeavor should insist that the providers they choose demonstrate the following: Deep subject matter expertise in all the major finance and consulting disciplines highlighted in the Finance Transformation Definition section. A provider that excels in corporate finance may lack critical change management or IT expertise that is essential to a successful transformation. A robust methodology and approach for achieving transformation. If a provider has relevant capabilities, but appears to be offering them in a menu-driven, or serial project approach, walk away. The willingness to work with you as a business partner. True transformation is a multiyear, multiphase journey. It is expensive, high-impact and high-visibility. Outcomes and risks evolve as the project evolves, so managing strictly to a statement of work (SOW) is neither possible nor desirable in many cases. If you don't feel you can have a productive business partner relationship with the finance transformation provider you are considering, walk away. Reference checks will be critical to understanding whether or not a provider has a right fit for your organization. Business Impact: Finance transformation has a profound business impact that materially changes the way the company runs its finance function and the way in which the company competes. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: Five percent to 20 percent of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: Accenture; Deloitte; IBM Global Business Services; KPMG; PricewaterhouseCoopers



Business Application Data Warehouses Analysis By: Bill Hostmann; Andreas Bitterer; Kurt Schlegel Definition: Business application data warehouses are BI and data warehousing capabilities that have been pre-built and pre-integrated for use with a business application vendor's offerings, such as enterprise resource planning, customer relationship management or supply chain management. Business application data warehouses are packaged analytic applications and consist of pre-defined data extractors, such as ETL functions, from the underlying business application; pre-defined data models; and pre-defined business content, including report
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templates, pre-defined queries, cubes, key performance indicators, business rules and workflows tailored for business roles. These data models are often the basis for corporate performance management offerings from business application vendors. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Through 2007, there has been a significant adoption of these packages, most often from SAP and Oracle. Extensive customer feedback shows that they are not easy to implement and roll out. For SAP, it is difficult to get the performance that was initially assumed without the BI accelerator option. User Advice: Evaluate specific, packaged BI and performance management applications from business application vendors. Do not assume they will meet your needs in terms of types of user or analysis supported, flexibility and customizing, or scale and performance. It is important to define the role that packaged BI solutions will play in your enterprise's overall BI strategy. The key decision is whether to use these solutions as the enterprise data warehouse or just as a data mart for a particular subject area. Business Impact: This technology affects accelerated development and deployment of BI and performance management applications. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Twenty percent to 50 percent of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: Oracle; SAP



Climbing the Slope E-Procurement Analysis By: Debbie Wilson Definition: E-procurement applications provide users with self-service mechanisms for drafting purchase requisitions, accessing catalog content, obtaining management approval and communicating the resulting purchase orders to suppliers. These solutions are carving out a role in the enterprise as the application that drives compliance to strategic sourcing plans by guiding individual requisitioners to contract suppliers and corporate standard indirect goods and services. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: E-procurement failed to deliver on its 1998through-2000 promise to be a driver of significant savings for indirect purchases. A variety of issues caused this disillusionment, including the unsuitability of the tool for many categories of spending and the unanticipated difficulty of enabling suppliers in the system. Catalog-based e-procurement systems effectively automate only 20% to 25% of a typical enterprise's overall indirect spending. In particular, utilities, complex category and noninvoiced spending, even though they can comprise a significant percentage of the overall budget, are best left outside of e-procurement, as explained below: Utilities spending. This type of spending presents a challenge because it is not practical to document every event that triggers a liability, and enabling payment for line items as expenses occur is the purpose of the purchase order. For example, the cost incurred for a single event such as a telephone call would, in most cases, be lower than the cost to raise a purchase order, and the use of a resource, such as the cost of turning on an electric light, may not be traceable to a single act. Furthermore, recurring expenses, such as rent and loan payments, should not be
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put through an e-procurement system because their payment is not discretionary. The nature of the e-procurement system is to enable spending that is at least partially variable. Complex category spending. For many categories of spending, the issuance of a purchase order constitutes a small percentage of the overall set of tasks required to place the order. For example, the hiring of contingent labor involves resume solicitation, candidate interviews and verification of documentation that attests to the individual's right to work. Software applications that address the larger process tend to add much more value to the enterprise than attempting to force-fit a complex purchase into a tool designed for simple orders. A wide variety of vendors are plying tools that enable complex spending categories, such as printing, services and labor, with transaction-oriented solutions that include functionality that addresses the wider procurement process steps present. The use of these tools, however, requires the enterprise to invest in, manage and implement additional applications, which in turn leads to a more complex IT environment. Therefore, it is not clear whether the use of stand-alone category-specific applications will stand the test of time. Noninvoiced spending. The invoice is not the standard for settlement in some spending categories. For example, the travel industry has traditionally secured payments via credit cards. Payments against complex service agreements are typically triggered by the completion of a milestone or by the passing of a key date, rather than by an invoice. When there is no expectation of an invoice, a purchase order system does not make sense, because the accounts payable system is set up to settle purchase orders by matching them to invoices. The second obstacle for e-procurement is the cost and time required to bring suppliers on board. Many e-procurement vendors have attempted to set up all participating suppliers with the latest and greatest XML-based technologies, whether or not this level of connection was truly costeffective, further exacerbating the obstacle. The industry is now realizing that suppliers should be selectively set up for machine-to-machine electronic transactions. Finally, for larger, geographically diverse enterprises, e-procurement applications face the barrier of operation in heterogeneous environments. Countries have different taxation policies, practices and rates — and the supply base in different regions can vary radically. As a result, most eprocurement implementations to date are confined to a single geographic region. E-procurement is now climbing out of the Trough of Disillusionment and onto the Slope of Enlightenment because of the spreading acceptance of the tool's limitations and the consequent setting of realistic expectations. There is growing acceptance that bringing suppliers on board requires significant services to set up and maintain a healthy engagement from the suppliers' side. There is also realization that e-procurement does not, by itself, trigger any cost reduction. However, e-procurement does provide a useful means to guide individual requisitioners to the suppliers and contracts, and when used in conjunction with strategic sourcing, it will drive significant savings. Therefore, a rationalized supply base and strategic purchase agreements are prerequisites to successful e-procurement. User Advice: Users should evaluate category-specific solutions for complex spending categories. Organizations should expect e-procurement solutions to effectively address approximately 20% to 25% of overall indirect spending. Enable catalogs only for those suppliers that are established strategic partners. Require a significant discount (at least 10%) from list price in exchange for their inclusion in your eprocurement system.
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Choose an e-procurement vendor that offers significant ongoing vendor community management services, or engage a third-party vendor for content management and supplier onboarding. Business Impact: E-procurement applications are an effective tool for guiding requisitioners to contractual, strategic suppliers and standardized goods and services. Since only a minority of spending can be addressed through an e-procurement solution, the overall effect on organizational productivity is moderate. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Five percent to 20 percent of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: Ariba; Basware; Coupa; Ketera Technologies; Microsoft; Oracle; Perfect Commerce; Proactis; PurchasingNet; SAP; Verian Technologies Recommended Reading: "One-Size Procurement Transaction Tools Don't Fit All" "Turbo-Charge Procurement Value-Add With Consumption Management"



Classic Midmarket ERP Analysis By: Christian Hestermann Definition: Classic midmarket ERP systems are designed to be easy to use, with pre-configured process flows often targeted toward a specific industry or market segment. They aren't a limiteduse version of some other complete product; rather, they offer the functionality that their target audience needs. Implementation is supported by methodologies and tools that enable the solution to be deployed quickly. Many operational tasks, such as database optimization, are automated. In some areas, midmarket ERP systems offer limited choices to ease implementation and operation. For example, solutions may focus on manufacturing and operational functionality for specific industries with limited financial and HR capabilities. The solutions aren't easily adaptable or extensible to requirements for which they weren't designed. They typically offer a limited range of alternatives in hardware, technical infrastructure (such as databases or application servers), deployment of different user interfaces and so on. Instead, they can be viewed as ready-to-use solutions offering the necessary functionality, but nothing more. Many ERP vendors offer built-out functionality that's focused on specific industries. This functionality often includes easily configurable integration mechanisms for solutions that are widely used in the targeted client base — for example, with electronic-data-interchange- (EDI-) based trading partners (such as the American National Standards Institute [ANSI] ASC X12, Odette and VDA) and OEM-specific mechanisms in the automotive supplier industry; with pointof-sale applications in the retail industry; or with third-party logistics providers (such as DHL, FedEx and UPS) in distribution. Other vendors have focused more on companies that need finance, HR and procurement functionality, but don't want to implement a full platform ERP. Classic midmarket ERP systems are neither full platform ERPs nor ERP appliances (see the "Platform ERP" and the "ERP Appliance" profiles in this Hype Cycle report). The adaptation to specific requirements is accomplished more by configuration than by customization on a code level. Most vendors are redesigning their products to use a service-oriented architecture to enable the orchestration of specific business processes, further reducing the effort needed for customizations, but also increasing the complexity vs. a more-limited appliance model. Many vendors are developing these systems into platforms, but often they can't afford the technology Publication Date: 5 October 2007/ID Number: G00149810 © 2007 Gartner, Inc. and/or its Affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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investments needed to do so. A more-promising approach is to further narrow the underlying technology choices, thus making them ERP appliances, which are easier to deploy, implement and upgrade. The term "classic midmarket" usually means that these systems were built and deployed by midmarket companies. However, their typical characteristics (such as low IT resources, seeking easy-to-use solutions that offer the exact technologies needed now) are no longer connected to the size of a company: Many smaller companies have sophisticated requirements and, therefore, need a complex, flexible solution; whereas some fairly large organizations can be satisfied with a simpler solution. The same is true for the vendors: "Midmarket" user organizations are viewed as the main growth market for large vendors (such as Microsoft, Oracle and SAP), all of which are targeting this market segment specifically (or are starting to do so — see Recommended Reading). Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Classic midmarket ERP systems have been in the market for many years and are increasingly maturing. Users and service providers understand them well, and they're appropriate solutions as long as they meet an organization's functional needs. However, classic midmarket ERP systems face increasing pressure from the new generation of platform ERPs, and also face the emergence of ERP appliances. User Advice: Due to the focused functionality of ERP solutions, users must carefully select the solution that best fits their current and foreseeable needs. Because midmarket ERP systems target specific industries or functional areas, users must be very selective in choosing the solution that best addresses their needs. Evaluations should ensure that the ERP system aptly supports a user organization's high-value, differentiating business processes. Organizations must be willing to accept the solution's inherent process flows for their static processes, in which "good enough" functionality is considered sufficient for the organization (see "Achieving Agility: Implement a BPP Model to Support Static and Dynamic Processes"). Users should be aware that classic midmarket ERP system vendors may get caught in a middle position between platform ERPs and ERP appliances, which makes it difficult for the midmarket vendors to compete successfully. If the midmarket vendors can't sustain their business models in the middle, then they'll be forced to switch over to one of the extremes, or risk their own viability. When dealing with a vendor whose differentiating processes are mostly designed and implemented by a partner (such as SAP All-in-One or Microsoft Dynamics AX and NAV), it's important for organizations to identify and select a partner with expertise in the differentiating processes. Business Impact: Classic midmarket ERP systems target companies that have limited IT resources but demand broad, deep and proven functionality in their industry or market segment. Classic midmarket ERP systems offer these companies the opportunity to realize many ERP benefits at a low risk. These systems respond to requirements such as fast implementation cycles; a minimal need for IT resources, such as database administrators and for customizations; simple pricing; provisioning through proven partners with relevant references; and the capability to buy or install only what the company needs now, and then extend the system later as needed. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Twenty percent to 50 percent of target audience
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Maturity: Mature mainstream Sample Vendors: Agresso; Epicor Software; Exact Software; IFS; Infor; Lawson Software; Microsoft Dynamics; Oracle JD Edwards; QAD; SAP All-in-One Recommended Reading: "Oracle Increases Focus and Investments in the SMB Application Market, but Challenges Exist" "Achieving Agility: Implement a BPP Model to Support Static and Dynamic Processes" "SAP Strategy Changes with A1S" "Vendor Rating: Microsoft's Business Applications Are Promising in a Growing Market"



Configuration Templates for ERP Deployments Analysis By: Pat Phelan Definition: Configuration templates for ERP deployment are used to expedite package implementations. These are different from business process modeling templates — for the most part, configuration templates don't use business process modeling tools to implement the template. Business process modeling templates "jump-start" business process modeling, whereas ERP configuration templates are intended to jump-start a software package implementation. The ERP configuration templates offered by software vendors are usually in the form of a set of process flows accompanied by a preconfigured version of the software (that is, configured for an industry's coding schemas and processes). They are intended to drastically reduce package design and configuration tasks. This assumes that what is delivered by the vendor can be used with little or no change. Configuration templates offered by system integrators (SIs) may consist of preconfigured tables, but they are often just pre-defined table values and process maps that must be applied to the pristine software. Neither the software vendor nor SI templates eliminate the need for other important implementation tasks, such as data conversion, testing, and interface and report development. Such templates have been evolving for years; however, the breadth of industries that the vendors cover remains limited. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: In large enterprises, as well as those with complex business processes, when the industry version of the template is available, the ERP configuration template has become the standard starting point for design and configuration tasks. Although base functionality is covered by the template, the processes and the configuration are tuned or expanded to accommodate the individual enterprise's requirements. In midmarket and lesscomplex implementations in which industry templates are available, they have been adopted "out of the box," with minimal changes to the delivered processes and configuration. Enterprises do not typically adopt a configuration template unless there's an industry solution that can be adjusted to fit, or there is similarity between their functional requirements and those satisfied by the template. Industries intent on heavily customizing the system may find it helpful to start with a configured template and build on top of it, provided there's a template with a close fit to the company's core requirements. We believe that the most-sought-after industry solutions have already been developed, and only a few additional ones will be offered. We've placed ERP configuration templates past the Trough of Disillusionment on the Hype Cycle. We've put it low on the curve to allow for limited growth when new technologies open up opportunities to deliver templates for individual process components. It will take two to five years
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for this technology to reach the Plateau of Productivity, as vendors build out their template offerings and enterprises begin embracing templates for process components sourced from multiple vendors (for example, a distribution template could include service components for third parties, such as UPS, Federal Express or DHL). Even with an increase in the number of configuration template offerings for new industries or process components, it's possible that ERP templates could become less useful with business process outsourcing (BPO) offerings in which portions of the ERP vendor's templated solution are no longer relevant or must be redesigned to be compatible with the outsourced components. One example of how business process modeling has been tied to a single vendor's configuration template in a closed loop is a joint effort by SAP and IDS Scheer (ARIS for SAP NetWeaver). User Advice: Users should watch for a new breed of templates arising that provide predesigned or precomposed solutions that cross multiple vendors' products. Consider using an ERP configuration template to expedite design and configuration tasks if: The vendor or your SI offers an industry solution that addresses your key business processes Fit can be achieved by expanding the template, rather than making substantial changes to the delivered configuration Avoid using an ERP configuration template when none is a close fit to your business scenario. Although it may be tempting to start with a pre-defined solution and modify it where necessary, you'll spend more time modifying it to fit than if you started with a fresh design and configured it from there. Business Impact: Organizations in industries in which ERP configuration templates are offered, and the template-to-business requirement fit is good, can save as much as 60% to 80% on design and configuration tasks, yielding faster implementations and lower upfront ERP costs delivered through the templates. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Five percent to 20 percent of target audience Maturity: Mature mainstream Sample Vendors:



Dashboards/Scorecards Analysis By: Neil Chandler; Andreas Bitterer Definition: A scorecard or dashboard will help improve decision making by revealing and communicating a greater insight into business performance: Dashboards display key performance indicators (KPIs) or business metrics using intuitive visualization, including dials, gauges and traffic lights that indicate the state of various KPIs against targets. They enable users to drill down to successive levels of detail to explore why a KPI may be off target. Scorecards have all the capabilities of dashboards, but also enable users to link KPIs in a strategy map with hierarchical cause-and-effect relationships between the KPIs. These often support specific performance management methodologies, such as the balanced scorecard. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Dashboards/scorecards provide a presentation layer for business intelligence (BI) tools that is visually attractive to users. However, they are
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often implemented as tools that are not properly connected with the underlying data sources and systems. In these circumstances, they will fail to deliver much benefit and will fall into disuse (much like the executive information systems of 10 to 15 years ago). Increasingly, users are realizing that dashboards/scorecards are only of value when they are implemented as part of a broader BI and performance management strategy. During the next 12 months, many companies will continue to implement these on a stand-alone basis. Dashboards are more widely adopted than scorecards because they are easier to implement and do not require aligning KPIs with strategic objectives. User Advice: Dashboards/scorecards should form part of performance management initiatives because they are good formats for presenting financial and nonfinancial information to senior executives. Most of the factors that make a successful dashboard or scorecard implementation are technology-independent, such as defining and measuring the right metrics, ensuring sufficient senior management involvement and considering the deployment as part of a wider BI initiative. Business Impact: Dashboards/scorecards can make it easy for senior executives and business users to quickly understand how the organization is performing against its business objectives. They can be deployed at any level of the organization, and are good tools for fostering discussion about action plans to achieve goals and targets. They can also be used to promote collaboration outside the enterprise by sharing KPIs with customers, suppliers and partners. When widely adopted in an organization, scorecards are an effective way to lead an organization and align people and resources to meeting strategic objectives. This can have a significant positive impact on corporate performance. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: Twenty percent to 50 percent of target audience Maturity: Mature mainstream Sample Vendors: Business Objects; Cognos; CorVu; Hyperion Solutions; Information Builders; SAS Recommended Reading: "Scorecard or Dashboard: Does It Matter?" "Recommendations for Implementing Successful Scorecard and Dashboard Initiatives"



Enterprise Asset Management Analysis By: Kristian Steenstrup Definition: Enterprise asset management (EAM) consists of asset management, work management and materials management. For nonmanufacturing industries, it is considered the equivalent of ERP. EAM datasets also provide a platform for business intelligence applications that focus on asset management decision support, such as asset investment prioritization, that optimizes business value, minimizing the cost of support and the risk of failure. Asset management is used by both generation and supply utilities. EAM has different processes and structures to support maintenance of plant and linear assets. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: EAM vendors are enabling integration with other core applications, such as geographic information systems (GISs), data historians and conditionmonitoring tools, to provide data that supports smarter asset investment and maintenance decisions. Also, wireless and mobile EAM field applications are improving asset data management access in the field.
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User Advice: Packaged EAM systems are becoming more prominent as functional breadth increases and utilities move through software replacement cycles brought on by mergers or through the difficulty of support for legacy systems. EAM integration with GISs and mobile devices via EIM is enabling data quality improvement and enforcing data management business processes as part of the EAM workflow. Utilities of all kinds should be planning the use of packaged EAM software for fixed or distributed assets. Business Impact: Affected areas include materials management, field service, transmission and distribution field operations, engineering and asset management, and fleet management. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Twenty percent to 50 percent of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: IBM Tivoli; Infor EAM; Invensys; Mincom; Oracle; SAP; Ventyx Recommended Reading: "Enterprise Asset Management Thrives on Data Consistency"



Enterprise Portals Analysis By: David Gootzit Definition: A portal is Web software infrastructure that provides access to and interaction with relevant information assets (such as information/content, applications and business processes), knowledge assets and human assets by select targeted audiences, delivered in a highly personalized manner. Enterprise portals may face different audiences, including employees (business-to-employee — B2E), customers (business-to-consumer) or business partners (business-to-business). B2E portals are the most relevant type of enterprise portal to the highperformance workplace, but portals serving other audiences also play important roles. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Portals continue to be one of the most highly sought interfaces across Fortune 2000 enterprises. They're fundamental technical components of the high-performance workplace, whether as a replacement for a first-generation intranet, the cornerstone of knowledge management initiatives, or a B2E portal that serves as the primary way for employees to access and interact with back-end systems and repositories. User Advice: Enterprise portal use has reached mainstream enterprises. B2E portal deployments are no longer limited to early adopters and technologically aggressive enterprises. Organizations are evaluating horizontal portal technology to augment their customer and partnerfacing Web presences. The personalized delivery of and interaction with relevant applications, content and business processes can yield many benefits at the enterprise level, primarily focused on reducing process cycle times and improving the quality of process execution. Many enterprises that have deployed portals find themselves facing multiple, siloed deployments using different portal frameworks. These enterprises should investigate appropriate portal containment and rationalization policies. Enterprise portals are incorporating rich Internet application technologies, primarily in the form of Ajax, to improve the quality of the user experience they deliver. Business Impact: The benefits of enterprise portals include controlling the "infoflood," providing single sign-on, enhancing customer support and enabling tighter alignment with partners. The benefits of internally facing portals include cost avoidance via employee self-service, but the most compelling business impact can be improved business agility, velocity and throughput. Externally
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facing portals can lead to increased revenue and profitability. Enterprise portals' biggest business impact is in reducing cycle times and improving the quality of process execution. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: Twenty percent to 50 percent of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: BEA Systems; BroadVision; Fujitsu; IBM; Microsoft; Oracle; SAP; Sun; Tibco Software; Vignette Recommended Reading: "Magic Quadrant for Horizontal Portal Products, 2006" "Hype Cycle for Portal Ecosystems, 2006"



Two-Tier ERP Analysis By: Christian Hestermann; Jeff Woods; Denise Ganly Definition: Two-tier ERP is the use of different ERP systems on two different layers of the organization: One system serves as the global backbone, often for processes such as financials, human resources and procurement that can be harmonized across all their divisions. In addition to the global backbone, other ERP solutions are used in parts of the organization to support geographical or divisional needs such as smaller operations (for example, sales and field services or local manufacturing). Two-tier ERP approaches are similar to best-of-breed approaches. The main difference is that best-of-breed combines modules from various vendors in an overall solution, where two-tier is the combination of full ERP suites on different layers. There are various reasons for two-tier deployment: Sometimes it happens by chance, for example, in the case where an acquired company brings with it its own solution. In other cases, the second-tier systems are selected because of a higher specialization for local or divisional needs. In many cases, the chosen global backbone is simply too large for smaller local operations and, therefore, a tier-2 solution is deemed a better fit for their requirements. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: While a single-ERP strategy may be desired by many companies, they are still using two-tier ERP models in their organizations, even if unintentionally. This usually is the case in large multinational companies with small or autonomous business units around the globe. User Advice: Ungoverned two-tier ERP deployment can lead to a proliferation of smaller ERP systems within an organization. Where possible, an organization employing a two-ERP-tier strategy should mandate what the second-tier options are. In all instances, a concise governance policy should ensure that all systems are selected and used accordingly. The policy should define when deviation from the global "backbone" is deemed acceptable and what appropriate alternatives there are to the backbone. The benefits of restricting the number of alternatives include better prices through higher volumes, a more-standardized approach with rollout patterns that make implementation at additional sites easier, and the focusing of skills on a smaller number of systems, which decreases costs and makes support and upgrades easier. Organizations using two-tier ERP should, at the very least, be exchanging basic financial data with their global backbone system at the end of a reporting period, to enable consolidation and central reporting.
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If end-to-end business processes spanning the backbone and the second-tier system are necessary, then deep integration between the systems has to be in place on both layers. One example is an order entry process in a second-tier sales operation system where the availability of items has to be checked online in the backbone warehouse management system and where reservations have to be made when the order is placed. Generally available technologies such as enterprise application integration (EAI) and business process modeling approaches have made this more easily achievable. Concise master data management is another key for successful two-tier deployment, as for most cases of multi-instance use. Item master data should be managed in the backbone system. Customer data is often created and maintained in the local subsidiaries and has to be uploaded from the second-tier system to the backbone and consolidated there. Some vendors have formally defined two-tier models. Examples include SAP with Business One as the smaller extension to the mySAP Business Suite, and Microsoft with its hub-and-spoke model between Dynamics AX and NAV. However, so far no collaboration between vendors is in place to support two-tier deployment. When considering a two-tier strategy with more than one vendor involved, ask your prospective vendors how their solutions integrate with your Tier-1 environment. Business Impact: A governed two-tier ERP strategy can provide significant business benefit through process standardization, better support of divisional needs and improvement in data quality and reporting from smaller business units, while lowering the operational costs of the combined systems. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Twenty percent to 50 percent of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: Microsoft Business Solutions; SAP Recommended Reading: "Instance Consolidation Strategies and the Role of Enterprise Information Management"



Budgeting, Planning and Forecasting for CPM Analysis By: Nigel Rayner Definition: Planning, budgeting and forecasting are the most commonly deployed aspects of CPM. It includes strategic planning, financial budgeting and high-level operational planning. CPM applications also include a sophisticated financial model that enables users to create multiyear financial forecasts based on plan and budget assumptions. This differentiates CPM applications from the more generic planning and forecasting capabilities sometimes found in business intelligence tools. Although CPM applications can't meet the needs of specific operational planning functions (such as supply chain planning or marketing campaign planning), they should be deployed to provide links between the aggregated, corporate financial budget and operational business plans. Most CPM budgeting, planning and forecasting applications support a driver-based approach to planning, which links key operational planning drivers (such as discounts, sales volumes and unit prices) to financial budget amounts and classifications. This provides a framework for an enterprisewide approach to planning. CPM applications also have capabilities that support planning from multiple perspectives — for example, top-down, high-level planning (which sets
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goals at a corporate/business unit level and allocates these to lower-level organizational elements) and bottom-up budgeting (which creates corporate budgets by aggregating lower-level organizational unit budgets). Most applications include powerful forecasting and modeling capabilities, coupled with the ability to maintain an audit trail of changes. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Budgeting, planning and forecasting applications from CPM vendors are mature and sophisticated in functionality, and this area continues to be the driver for most CPM evaluations. However, user adoption still focuses too much on replacing Excel-based financial budgeting processes and doesn't pay enough attention to strategic or operational planning. Progress is being made, with some leading organizations implementing planning, budgeting and forecasting as part of a broader approach to performance management, rather than a finance-specific function. It is still common, however, to find large and midsize companies relying heavily on Excel for budgeting, planning and forecasting, but most CFOs are aware that this is not a suitable platform for such an important corporate process. Microsoft's pending release of the PerformancePoint Server will encourage further deployment of CPM applications to support budgeting processes (see "Microsoft Announces Performance Management Applications"). User Advice: Users immediately should replace Excel-based systems or manual processes with budgeting, planning and forecasting applications from CPM vendors. Many sophisticated solutions are available to address financial budgeting needs and to support an enterprisewide approach to planning. CIOs can ensure that the implementation does not focus solely on the needs of the finance function by verifying that other functional and line-of-business needs also are represented properly. CFOs and finance professionals must become more mature in their deployment strategies and must extend their focus beyond the needs of the finance department. Business Impact: The process of budgeting, planning and forecasting is slow and unresponsive in most organizations, and it involves a lot of clerical effort by managers and accountants. Implementing budgeting, planning and forecasting applications from CPM vendors will reduce the manual effort required to prepare budgets, shorten planning cycle times and support the adoption of more-proactive budgeting processes (such as the "beyond budgeting" methodology). These applications also will enable the quick and easy re-creation of forecasts and will significantly improve governance by keeping an audit trail of business assumptions, underlying forecasts and forward-looking statements. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: Twenty percent to 50 percent of target audience Maturity: Mature mainstream Sample Vendors: Applix; Business Objects; Clarity Systems; Cognos; Longview Solutions; Oracle; SAP; SAS Recommended Reading: "Extend Budgeting and Planning Projects Beyond Finance to Maximize Benefits" "Microsoft Announces Performance Management Applications"



Business Intelligence Platforms Analysis By: Kurt Schlegel Definition: BI platforms enable enterprises to build BI applications by providing capabilities in three categories: analysis, such as online analytical processing (OLAP); information delivery, such as reports and dashboards; and integration, such as BI metadata.
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Position and Adoption Speed Justification: BI platforms are widely used by most large enterprises to build numerous analytical applications and service most information delivery requests. The BI platform market is well-defined with many established vendors. Most BI platform capabilities such as reports, ad hoc queries, and OLAP are quite mature, without much differentiation across the different vendors' offerings. However, the market is still dynamic because many emerging technologies, such as in-memory analytics, interactive visualization, SOA, SaaS and search, are and will have an effect on how this technology is delivered and which vendors will dominate the market. User Advice: Enterprises should standardize their BI platform capabilities as much as possible and look to balance BI platform capabilities to deliver analysis, integration and information delivery. To date, most BI platform deployments focus primarily on the information delivery capabilities. Analysis and integration capabilities need to be bolstered. Business Impact: BI platforms enable users, such as managers and analysts, to learn about and understand their business. Increasingly, BI platforms will be used by a wider audience inside and outside the enterprise. In addition, BI platforms will have a dramatic effect on the business by changing the focus from primarily reporting to include process optimization and strategic alignment. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: More than 50 percent of target audience Maturity: Mature mainstream Sample Vendors: Actuate; Business Objects; Cognos; Hyperion; Information Builders; Microsoft; MicroStrategy; Oracle; SAP; SAS Recommended Reading: "Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence Platforms, 1Q07"



Entering the Plateau Enterprise Content Management Analysis By: Janelle Hill; Mark Gilbert Definition: Enterprise content management (ECM) is an enterprisewide program to organize, access and use unstructured content. Typically, an ECM initiative involves managing a multitude of content types, including documents, records, images, forms, and increasingly, rich media. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: ECM has been more difficult to implement at an enterprise level than companies imagined it would be. Multiple repositories and conflicting user needs, along with infrastructure issues, have stalled most projects. In addition, there are complex ownership and governance issues that must be dealt with. ECM suites are meant to address many of these challenges. User Advice: Enterprises are realizing that managing content is the first step toward managing all their information. Start by making an inventory of key documents and the many content management applications that are often being used. Make decisions about which applications to keep and which to consolidate. Develop an ECM architecture, and ensure that the applications you have fit into that architecture. Consider how your current content management technology providers are evolving their products into ECM suites.
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Business Impact: ECM makes it easier to manage the different types of content that users need. By leveraging components like workflow, paper-based processes can be electronically created, thus taking time out of the overall process. Benefit Rating: Low Market Penetration: More than 50 percent of target audience Maturity: Legacy Sample Vendors: EMC; IBM; Interwoven; Open Text; Oracle; Vignette Recommended Reading: "Who Will Own the Enterprise Content Management Market?" "Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Content Management, 2006"



HRMS Analysis By: James Holincheck Definition: HRMSs are used to manage the administrative functions for an HR organization, including personnel, benefits and payroll administration. HRMSs typically include self-service functions that enable employees and managers to interact with the system. HRMS solutions have been in place for more than 40 years. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Even in such a mature application category, some innovation still happens. New vendors, such as Emportal and Workday, offer applications using a service-oriented architecture leveraging the SaaS delivery model. There is also an open-source solution available from OrangeHRM. Some of the leading midmarket vendors (such as Ultimate Software, Ceridian and ADP) have started to offer SaaS solutions. Some established vendors are adding more multinational capabilities (for example, multilingual and multicurrency support, multiple address formats, long-surname support and local regulatory reporting) to their solutions. User Advice: It is important for users to have a good foundation (employee system of record) in place for compliance and HR service delivery. An HRMS provides that foundation for "Record to Report" processes, such as personnel administration, employee relations, health and safety management, benefits administration and payroll administration. This foundation needs to be flexible to allow for integration with outsourcing services (especially for benefits and payroll administration). The HRMS also should be considered in the context of the enterprise application strategy for an organization because it is part of most ERP offerings (see "Integrated Financial and Human Capital Management Applications Make Sense, but Not Always"). Business Impact: The first time an HRMS is implemented, there are significant automation benefits that can reduce HR staff requirements. However, because most organizations have automated their administrative HR processes, replacing one packaged HRMS solution with another usually yields little return on investment. Benefit Rating: Low Market Penetration: More than 50 percent of target audience Maturity: Legacy Sample Vendors: ADP; Ascentis; Ceridian; Cort; Emportal; Fidelity Employer Services; High Line; Infor; Kronos; Lawson; Meta4; Microsoft; Midland Software; Northgate Information Systems; NuView Systems; Oracle; OrangeHRM; People-Trak; SAP; The Sage Group; Ultimate Software; Workday
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Recommended Reading: "Magic Quadrant for U.S. Midmarket Human Resource Management Systems, 2006" "Integrated Financial and Human Capital Management Applications Make Sense, but Not Always"



Appendices Hype Cycle Phases, Benefit Ratings and Maturity Levels Table 1. Hype Cycle Phases Phase



Definition



Technology Trigger



A breakthrough, public demonstration, product launch or other event generates significant press and industry interest.



Peak of Inflated Expectations



During this phase of overenthusiasm and unrealistic projections, a flurry of well-publicized activity by technology leaders results in some successes, but more failures, as the technology is pushed to its limits. The only enterprises making money are conference organizers and magazine publishers.



Trough of Disillusionment



Because the technology does not live up to its overinflated expectations, it rapidly becomes unfashionable. Media interest wanes, except for a few cautionary tales.



Slope of Enlightenment



Focused experimentation and solid hard work by an increasingly diverse range of organizations lead to a true understanding of the technology's applicability, risks and benefits. Commercial, off-the-shelf methodologies and tools ease the development process.



Plateau of Productivity



The real-world benefits of the technology are demonstrated and accepted. Tools and methodologies are increasingly stable as they enter their second and third generations. Growing numbers of organizations feel comfortable with the reduced level of risk; the rapid growth phase of adoption begins. Approximately 20 percent of the technology's target audience has adopted or is adopting the technology as it enters the Plateau.



Years to Mainstream Adoption



The time required for the technology to reach the Plateau of Productivity.



Source: Gartner (January 2007)



Table 2. Benefit Ratings Benefit Rating



Definition



Transformational



Enables new ways of doing business across industries that will result in major shifts in industry dynamics



High



Enables new ways of performing horizontal or vertical processes that will result in significantly increased revenue or cost savings for an enterprise
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Benefit Rating



Definition



Moderate



Provides incremental improvements to established processes that will result in increased revenue or cost savings for an enterprise



Low



Slightly improves processes (for example, improved user experience) that will be difficult to translate into increased revenue or cost savings



Source: Gartner (January 2007)



Table 3. Maturity Levels Maturity Level



Status



Products/Vendors



Embryonic



In labs



None



Emerging



Commercialization by vendors Pilots and deployments by industry leaders



First generation High price Much customization



Adolescent



Maturing technology capabilities and process understanding Uptake beyond early adopters



Second generation Less customization



Early mainstream



Proven technology Vendors, technology and adoption rapidly evolving



Third generation More out of box Methodologies



Mature mainstream



Robust technology Not much evolution in vendors or technology



Several dominant vendors



Legacy



Not appropriate for new developments Cost of migration constrains replacement



Maintenance revenue focus



Obsolete



Rarely used



Used/resale market only



Source: Gartner (January 2007)



RECOMMENDED READING "Understanding Gartner's Hype Cycles, 2007"
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